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H i g h  a n d  l o w  ,
Low tonight and high Satur­
day 30 and 40. Kelowna temper­
ature* Friday ‘40 and 31 with .13 
rain and enow.
The FORECASTCloudy today and Saturday, Oc­casional showers in the valleys with snow flurries at higher levels. Few showers or snow flurries Saturday, Winds south­
erly 25.
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SCIENTIFIC FEAT EQUAL TO SPUTNIK
H-C0 NTR0 L BID
PICTURED unpacking an un- 1 Carnegie Foundation, New 
expected windfall from the | York, is E. T. Wiltshire, of the
Books valued i at over $1,000 
were received by the Okanagan 
Regional Library this week.
A presentation from the Car­
negie Corporation in New York, 
these books were selected pri­
marily to ensure th a t. libraries 
throughout the Commonwealth 
had a complete coverage of every 
aspect of Americana.
The staff of the local library* 
one of several chosen in British 
Colombia to be recipients of the 
gift, expressed keen pleasure, ac­
cording to E. T. Wiltshire, In 
charge of branch service and book 
ordering here.
Some of the volumes were al-
Okanagan -Regional lib rary .
—Courifer staff photo
ready available to Kelowna read­
ers,-but many, are expensive , is­
sues which th^library feels might 
never otherwise have reached the 
shelves. Quite a number will re­
place worn out and discorded 
volumes,
Almost every imaginable sub­
ject is covered in the collection, 
from modern art to soil toil in the 
United States. *
After the formidable task of 
cataloguing has been completed, 
the new books will be oh display 
in the Library board .room Jan­
uary 27 and 28. Eventually, every 
book will be distributed through­
out the Valley through the lib­
rary facilities. .
T H R O N E SPEECH 
IN  THIS ISSUE
t • 1 .
Partial Text of the B.C. Legis­
lature Throne Speech may- be 
found on Page 5 of this issue 
of The Dally Courier. Roundup 
reports of sessions-by The Ca­
nadian Press will be carried 
daily throughout the session.
Farm Sill
OTTAWA (CP) — The govern­
ment’s farm price Stabilisation 
bill today was given approval 
in principle by' the Commons 
by a vote of 110 to 37.
UBC PROFESSOR A PPO IN TED
TO H EA D  FEDERAL INQUIRY
• ’, •
OTTAWA (CP) —  A University of British Columbia 
professor, Robert M. Clark, has been named by Prime Min­
ister Diefenbaker to carry out a government study of the 
United States social security system, Mr. Diefenbaker an­
nounced today.
Professor Clark replaces Professor Gordon Huspn, of 
University of Western “Ontario, who resigned with the ex­
planation he could not carry out the task within the three 
•to four months period' set by Ottawa.
OTTAWA (CP) — A final Com 
mons decision will be made 
today on the principle of the gov­
ernment's farm price stabiliza­
tion bill.
A rambling debate on the mea­
sure came to a vote Thursday on 
CCF motion that in effect 
would have killed the bill.. All but 
three Liberals supported the Pro­
gressive Conservatives in reject­
ing the motion 130 to 39. Social 
Credit members supported the 
CCF.
Debate then continued until, 
with fivp minutes of the sitting 
to go, Agriculture Minister Doug­
las Harkness rose to close out the 
discussion. It .has lasted intermit­
tently since early last month.
The minister said,CCF mem­
bers have made many misstate­
ments about- the legislation, 'ei­
ther through ignorance or for po­
litical purposes.
The Liberals, he said, claimed 
the bill was no improvement 
over existing price support legis- 
ation brought , in by their former 
administration. Mr. H a r k  ness 




VICTORIA (CP) — A quiet sit-,B.C. Power Commission, .the 
ting is scheduled .today as the Toll Highways and Bridges Auth- 
spring session of the 25th B.C. ority and all provincially-guaran- 






The sitting, which begins at 3 
p.m., will be given over to the 
moving and seconding of the re­
ply to the Speech from the Throne 
and will give MLA and ̂ officials 
a chance to rest after the hectic 
opening ceremonies Thursday.
Making their maiden speeches 
will be William Speare (SC- 
Cariboo), .who will move th
ply, and Gordon Gibson 
Delta), who will be the second­
er.
The Speech, read by Lieut.-Gov. 
Frank Ross at the opening Thurs­
day, was barren of surprises 
Most of the points outlined in the 
2,000-word text were known, or 
widely suspected beforehand. 
MAIN POINTS /
Major points in theSpeech were: 
More aid to municipalities. 
New forestry legislation. , 
Reorganization of the provin­
cial jail system. - '
Floods Hit B.C. Coast; 
Island Damage Heavy
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Many 
areas of southwestern British Co* 
lumbin were under water today 
following a deluge that lit at least 
one area set a record for a Janu­
ary day.
• The downpour was blamed for
V
SUMMERLAND, B.C. (CP) .
A crude bundle of explosives was 
removed from the Canadian Pa­
cific Railway track near here 
Thursday by. Summcrlnnd RCMP, 
The fuse had not been Ignited* 
Train schedules were not Inter­
rupted,
Tho track Is on the CPR’s Ket­
tle Valley Line, which runs from 
Princeton, B.C., through Summer- 
land to nearby Penticton, then in 
to the Kootcnays,
In the past there have been 
many nistnnccs of detonations on 
the Une.
one death, rockslldcs that blocked 
sections of a highway and washed 
out part of a railway line, traf­
fic snarls, and a flight of nearly 
100 persons from their homes.
Bradley Matthews, ; 6,, ' wa s  
drowned when he fell Into the 
swollen Eagle Creek In Burnaby, 
near here., He was swept more 
than a quarter* of a mile -down­
stream.
Thirty families wore evacuated 
from, their homes in Alberni, 00 
m iles, north of Victoria on Van­
couver Island, when Kitsukis 
Creek overflowed and turned sur­
rounding land into a huge lake.
Civil defence personnel super 
vised the evacuation, which was 
carried out by trucks and boats. 
The people were given shelter by 
friends and relatives. Only one 
family had to be placed in a hqme 
made available by CD author! 
tics, who had 60 at their disposal 
Gales fashed the coast toflay. 
They1 were expected to last 
through most of the day In the 
Straits of Georgia and Juan do 
Fucn.
Seaway Levies 
M ay Be Made 
Known In April
SEIGNIORY CLUB, Que. (CP) 
St. Lawrence seaway tolls — an 
international question mark for 
years — are expected to be an­
nounced publicly by April.
The toll plan, probably incor­
porated in a 50-year agreement 
with the United States, likely 
will be ratified by the Canadian 
government without going before 
Parliament for approval
An informed source s a i d  an­
nouncement of the toll schedule 
will be timed to give seaway 
customers exactly 12 months to 
get rbady for tho Queen’s royal 
opening of the waterway in , April, 
1959. -
It will establish charges for 
ships nnd cargoes navigating the 
115-mile international seaway and 
the all-Canadian Welland Canal 
from the Atlantic, to tho Great 
Lakes.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Edward 
Roy Robert Field, known only as 
Ted Field in flying circles, died 
here Thursday of a heart attack,
Field, 51, was manager of Ca­
nadian Pacific Airlines’ flight op­
erations.
But he hadn’t  always been be­
hind a desk in an office, in one 
of the world’s largest airlines.
Grant McConachie, president 
of CPA, talked about Ted late 
Thursday.
‘‘Re was a great adventurer,’’ 
said McConachie. “ In 1933, he’op­
erated his private charter serv­
ice out of Edmonton.
“.They thought there was gold 
up near Great Slave Lake and 
he took many prospectors up 
there in his favorite Fairchild 
aircraft. He had no radio, just 
good flying sense."
The Tathlina Lake game re­
serve, near G reat. Slave and 
which he became familiar with, 
was later banned to pilots be­
cause it was so remote.
Field was born in Vegreville, 
Alta., the son of Dr. C. W. Field.
He attended school in Edmon­
ton with McConachie and later 
went to the University of Al­
berta. Both got flying licences in 
their early 20’s'In 1929.
Field went i to work for Com­
mercial Airways and two years 
later was chief pilot for Northern 
Transport.
i
Pilot Safe After 
Week On Lake
WINNIPEG (CP)—A bush pilot 
who spent a week stranded on a 
frozen Northern Manitoba lake In 
20-bclow-zero weather, Thursday 
was rescued unharmed by the 
crew of on RCAF search piano.
James Leslie Dougans, 42, of 
Rgina, landed on the lake Jan. 
lfi when his small bush plane ran 
afoul of bad flying weather and 
engine trouble.
Re vision '“of the’ -Public ̂ Schi 
Act.
Changes u  the Municipal Act.
Revision of municipal em­
ployees’ superannuation' plan, 
and amendments to the health in­
surance scheme serving 12,000 
government employees.
No hint was given in the Speech 
as to what form the new aid to 
municipalities would take. One 
possibility is increased financial 
contributions toward development 
of main roads. *
It was recently speculated the 
revised Sphools Act, rumored 
sbme time ago, might be put off 
until the government received the 
report of a royal commission ap­
pointed last week to inquire in­
to the B.C. educational system.
Mofet-likely change, in the new 
Municipal Act, rushed through 
last session, will be the regula­
tions concerning store closing 
hours. It is possible the power to 
regulate the hours will be given 
back to the municipalities.
The public accounts presented 
to the Legislature by, Premier 
Bennett showed the province’s 
contingent liabilities had risen by 
more than $100,000,000 during the 
1956-57 fiscal year.
The liabilities include the Pac­
ific Great Eastern Railway, the
Electron Belt 
Prbtects New 
U .S . Bombers
Duplicate Sun's Heat 
To Harness Eiiergy
LONDON (Reuters) — Britain announced officially to­
day that her scientists have made headway towards harnessing 
the power of the hydrogen bomb—thus bringing nearer the day 
when ordinary sea water will provide mankind with an unlimited 
source of fuel.
A statement from the Atomic Energy Authority confirmed 
what has been an open secret for months past—that physicists at 
the Harwell atoifuc research establishment believe they have 
been able to make atoms join together and release free energy 
in a controlled labotatory experiment.
SAN MATEO, Calif. (A P)- 
An American supersonic bomber 
now flying can surround itself 
■With a shield of electrons to ward 
off any attacking missiles.
The automatic defence system 
being built into Convair’s new 
B£8 Hustler is one of the rriost 
spectacular applications of elec­
tronics in defence, Don G. Mit­
chell, president of Sylvania Elec­
tronic Products, said Thursday 
night.
Jt has flowja: and. it works,” 
M itch e ir 'td ld  f e p o r te r s . .
The electron shield against 
guided or homing anti-aircraft 
missiles • clearly will increase in 
important measure the attack ef­
fectiveness of manned supersonic 
bombers.
, Until ballistic missiles now de­
veloping actually are proved as 
Operational weapons, such man­
ned aircraft as the B-58 will re­
main1 the major United States 
war weapon. How long that may 
be is not certain.
This is the kind of energy pro­
cess that takes place in the sun 
and has kept it hot for millions 
of years. It is also the energy 
released instantaneously by an 
H-bomb.
COMPARED WITH SPUTNIK
The Harwell team includes Dr. 
P. C. Thonemann, an Australian, 
and Dr. W. B. Thompson, a Cana­
dian from Vancouver and Tor­
onto. Working with a strange, 
doughnut-shaped machine called 
Zeta—short for zero-energy ther 
monuclear assembly—they have 
produced temperatures as high 
as 5,000,000 degrees centigrade 
(9,000,000 degrees fahrenheit).
The Atomic Energy Authority’s 
report said these temperatures 
are higher than the measured 
surface temperatures of any star.
Though—as the report pointed 
out—it will be many years be­
fore the new power can b6 ap­
plied to practical use, scientists 
view the Harwell- achievement as
something as big—if not bigger— 
than the Russian Sputnik tri­
umph.
Hydrogen is one of the most 
common elements on earth, and 
once scientists a n d k engineers 
have found the way to develop 
and exploit the present experi­
ments the heavy hydrogen (deu­
terium) in sea water will be able 
to supply the world's energy re­
quirements for all time. .
Expert estimates about how 
long this will take have varied 
from 15 to 40 years.
RUSSIA LAGS
Russia for some years has been 
working along the same lines as 
British physicists to achieve con­
trolled thermonuclear reaction, 
but has not announced any suc­
cess beyond the achievement of 
a temperature of 1,000,000 de­
grees centigrade.
The United States, which pub­
lished a report today slmultane- 
See H-POWER, Page 8
Stassen Plans 
Studied By Ike
WASHINGTON (AP) — presi­
dent Eisenhower is r e p o r t e d  
keeping .the door open for pos­
sible . changes in disarmament 
policy along lines recommended 
by Harold Stassen.
He is understood, to have di- 
ected special United States gov­
ernment committees' to check 
into the proposals which Stassen 
has been pushing as a new ap­
proach to renewed talks with the 
Russians. Disarmament ' discus­




To M ark IGY
OTTAWA (CP) — A special 
flvc-ccnt stamp mnrklng Can­
ada’s role in the International 
Geophysical Year is to bo issued 
March 5, It was announced 
Thursday.
The IGY, actually ah ,18-month 
period that began last July 1, is 
a vast research prtficct embrac­
ing mosf countries of the world, 
which are pooling tho results of 
their activities, ,
The small - sized, blue-colored 
Canadian IGY 'Btnmp was de­
signed by A. L. Pollock of To­
ronto, who also drew the five- 
cent black- and -white stamp Is 
sued t h i s  week honoring the 
press in Canada.
A large microscope Is shown in 
silhouette, b e h i n d  which in a 
globe displaying the. northern 
hemisphere na viewed from jh c  
pole. * ' , 1 , ,, ‘
Venezuela Junta Names 
Cabinet ’ O f Technicians
Venezuela's new military rulers Jo jpin Us membership, and more
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) The Junta asked two civilians
C O N VIC TED  O N  M O R A LS  C H A R G E
named a cabinet of civilian 
’technicians" Thursday night in 
nn effort to win popular support.
But a civilian group which 
started the revolt that packed 
dictator Marcos Perez Jlmtncz 
off to exile withheld support 
from tho new regime
The young civilian street fight­
ers said they felt they were not 
getting recognition from the mil­
itary Junta which took over after 
Perez Jimlnez fled Thursday, Al­
though their Intervention wnS the 
decisive factor, tho military had 
not taken part In the general 
strike and fighting which led to 
the end of the 10-ycnr dictator­
ship. 'i
The civilian grdup, represent­
ing political opinion from right­
ists to Communists, demanded 
formation of ah interim nntlonal 
union government, genera) elec­
tions na soon ns possible, free­
dom for political parties, guaran­
tees of freedom of expression 
and arrest of "criminals" of the 
old regime,
changes In Its composition ap­
peared a possibility.
However, its leader, Rcnr-Ad 
miral Wolfgang Larrnznbnl, said 
hla( group would "act firmly 
to avoid and wipe out nny at­
tempt to diminish its authority. " 
Tho junta said it would hold free 
elections and restore constltu 
tional liberties, but set no dotes
C A N A D A 'S  HIGH 
.  .  .  A N D  LOW
VICTORIA
WHITEHORSE
Rutland Man Given Year
A 23-year-old married Rutland 
man was sentenced Thursday to 
12 month* Imprisonment when he 
wn« convicted in county court on 
a moral* offence involving a girl 
under 14 ycaya of age.
Judge Harold Lindsay Imposed 
the Jail term on Albert “Archie"
Schonbcrger after a (rial that 
lasted a day and a half—a trial 
from which tho press and the 
public were excluded.
E. C. Weddell. QC. acted as 
crown prosecutor, While Kelowna 
barrister R. M, llayman defend­
ed the youth.
When committed for trial at the 
late November preliminary bear­
ing Rchonbcrgcr elected for trial 
before a judge without a jury, 
The offence was alleged to have 
been committccd at Rutland Aug­
ust 30, 1957,
.Hoffa Takes Over 
'As Teamster Chief
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jnmcs 
R, Hoffa took over ns president 
of the giant .Teamsters union to­
day on a  compromise court set­
tlement which wiped out charges 
that he hpd been elected by a 
rigged convention,
Hoffa will have to work for at 
leant o year with a three-man 
board of monitors.
By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE 
AP Science Reporter
Taming the H-bomb could give 
all nations unlimited power or 
energy for millions of years.
Today’s announcement of Brit­
ish" progress on the problem at 
Harwell makes it plain that cojn- 
mercial use is still years away. 
But the fact that scientists have 
unlocked some of the secrets is 
of vast importance to the world 
of the.future.
Here’s why:
We are rapidly using up the 
coal and oil we burn to warm our 
homes, run our autos and pro­
duce electrical energy.
This burning only involves a 
chemical change. Oxygen com­
bines with carbon and hydrogen 
in the coal, oil or gasoline. You 
get hot gases to produce heat 
and power. Atoms are not de­
stroyed as .atoms—they change 
from solid to gaseous compounds 
while giving up chemical energy. 
But the coal and oil are gone as 
coal and oil. , 
INEXHAUSTIBLE ENERGY , 
Really inexhaustible energy Is 
locked up within the hearts or 
nuclei of atoms and the forces 
that hold them together., Atom 
hearts contain the basic material 
or mass of everything, living or 
lifeless.
Some of this atomic mass can 
be’transformed into energy. This 
is what happens in A-bombs or 
atomic power plants.
The nucleus of an atom of uran­
ium-235 for certain other heavy 
atoms) is split o r ‘fissioned into 
two or more pieces. But all these 
pieces together aren’t ns heavy 
ns the original single nucleus. 
Some of the matter was changed 
Into useful energy.
The world hasn’t got Inexhaust­
ible supplies of the heavy atoms 
thnt will split this way. One esti­
mate is -thnt all such reserves 
would give us energy equal to 
10 to 100 times the amount of all 
tip; world’s remaining coal.
That’s a lot, but with popula­
tion increasing ,and more and 
more people usipg and wanting 
electricity and power, we could 
run out of atomic power In time. 
And the atomic splitting creates 
highly dangerous radioactive ash­
es which are becoming more and 
more troublesome to dump any­
where safely.
The H-bomb or fusion reaction 
offers a way out.
It actually fuses or combines 
lightweight atoms. to create heav­
ier ones. Two atoms of double­
weight hydrogen become one, 
atom of helium, for example. The ■ 
heart of this.helium atom weighs 
less than the two original hydro­
gen atoms. Some of the original 
mass turned into energy.
It takes tremendous heat and 
pressure to produce the fusion.
Our sun “burns” on this prin­
ciple, and will keep going for 
billions of years this way. H- 
bombs are set off by the heat 
and pressure from an A-bomb 
explosion used as a trigger.
Canadian Key 
H-Power Man
LONDON (Reuters) ~  A shy, 
pipe - smoking Canadian mathe­
matician is one of the key men 
in Britain’s current attempts to 
harness the power of tho H-bomb 
for peaceful purposed.
He Is Dr, William Bell Thomp­
son of Vancouver and, Toronto, 
Born In Belfast, his family ends 
grated to Canada when he was 
an infant. He studied at the uni­
versities of British Columbia and 
Toronto, and then went to the 
Cnnndinn atomic research estab­
lishment at Chalk River, Ont.
Now 35, the slx-foot-thrco ma­
thematician was only 28 when h« 
Joined Britain’s Harwell team 
working on thermonuclear reac­
tions.
Tender/ are being called for 
the fourth and final phase of tho 
construction of Okanugan Lake 
bridge.
Contract covers tho construc­
tion of a toll plaza and admin­
istration building; bridge and ap­
proach lighting; hard surfacing 
ot approach roads ond electrical 
wiring for the, lift span. The ad­
ministration building will be con­
structed oq the west side of the 
Iak<?..
According to local, highways 
department superintendent, WH 
Ham Underwood.», tenders must 
be submitted by' February 19, 
and work must be completed by,
July 15. ’ \
Contract for the steel construc­
tion was awarded some time ugo 
to Dominion Bridga Company, 
and work is well underway,
Ideal weather has helped con­
siderably in the construction of 
the bridge,
Kelowna Bridge Contractors ex­
pect to complete their work 
around the end of March. The 
contract covered .construction of 
12 pontoons; 24 .anchors; two 
main piers, and two abutmeiits, 
Total tost of this portion o rtho  
bridge was $4,700,000, ,
The 24 anchors wl|l b« placed 
In position %hy Hub ond of next
week, according to Toro Court- 
chief, engineer f o r  Kelowna 
Bridge Contractors. The first of 
the pontoons wM bo attached (o 
the anchors In about two weeks* 
time, It will .take .about.,pap 
month to place ell pontoons-id 
position, i ■
Tho material for the steel por­
tion of the bridge , now is being 
unloaded, and Dominion Bridge 
Co. does not anticipate any delay 
In fconstructing tho lift span.
; Mr, Coull explained that ■ the 
contracts h o v o  b e e n  awarded in  
such n way that contractors have 
been ablo to proceed with1 (lie 
minimum of delay- '-  ■ * ,
1
i
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Appointment of a three-man royal com­
mission to investigate B.C.’s educational sys­
tem, is a move in the right direction. For a 
number of years there has been growing con­
cern as to whether the lack of discipline in 
some schools reflects on the noticeable in­
crease in juvenile delinquency.
/Full details of the terms of reference of 
the commission have not yet been defined, 
but it is hoped the three-man board will in­
vestigate the whole educational system, from 
the ground up, including the capabilities of 
some teachers in handling children and giv­
ing classroom instruction.
The three-man royal commission is com­
posed of a well-known Kelowna man, R. P. 
Walrod; Dean S. N. F. Chant, of the faculty 
of arts and sciences at UBC, and John E. 
Licrsch, executive vice-president of the 
Powell River Company, and former heajl 
of UBC’s forestry department’.
Recently the magazine Time referred 
to the problem which exists in high schools
on both sides of the international border. If
/
Centenn ia l
With plans for this district’s observance . 
of British Columbia’s centennial well ad­
vanced, it is apparent there is one phase of 
the celebration which must receive the sup­
port of business firms and private citizens.
It is the matter of sprucing up our com­
munity’s appearance, so we may present an 
attractive front to centennial visitors.
There are two major events coming up, 
the Centennial Regatta, and the official open­
ing of Lake Okanagan bridge, to say nothing 
of the many conventions planned here dur­
ing the next eight or ten months.
Kelowna has always been noted for its, 
cleanliness—the beautiful parks and play­
grounds; the well-kept boulevards and gar- 
dans; the flowers; the attractive houses—to 
mention a few. But it only takes a few to 
undermine the efforts of the majority of com-
lells of a girl student in the tenth grade at 
Calgary, who, with on IQ of 130 failed in 
three of her subjects. The report of the 
teachers was that $he made no effort to suc­
ceed, in her studies being more interested in 
boy friends and in her personal appearance 
than school work.
Superintendent Robert Warren conceiv­
ed a plan to deal with this state of affairs. 
In 1955 ten student shirkers were dropped 
The number grew to 22 in 1956 and 34 in 
1957. The encouraging part of the report is 
that of those expelled, majority returned and 
most are doing well.
The idea has been extended to other 
schools with equal success. The crux of the 
situation was stated when Superintendent 
Warren said: “In 1955 Calgary spent $344.29 
on each high school pupil. The public cannot 
afford to provide such service to pupils who 
take an indifferent attitude toward their re­
sponsibilities.”
It is a good thing to make high schoo 
students understand they are expected to give 
some return for value received. •
eb rati on
munity-minded citizens.
It is to be hoped that business firms anc 
property owners will do everything possible 
to make their premises attractive in the com­
ing months. A few renovations, and a little 
paint can work wonders for the most run­
down establishment. Extra care in keeping 
home gardens and road allowances neat anc 
tidy will transform any residential .property 
We are fortunate in living in one of the 
most beautiful parts of British Columbia. It 
would be a shame if we permitted, through 
carelessness or just plain laziness, the natural 
beauty of our district to be set at a discount.
This is British Columbia’s 100th birth­
day celebration. It will bring thousands o 
visitors to and through our district, and we 
should make a point of looking our best for 
them. .
PROTEST LO D G ED
OTTAWA (CP)—The executive 
of the parliamentary press gal­
lery has unanimously protested 
to Duncan MacTavish, chairman 
of last- week’s national Liberal 
convention, withholding of the re­
sult of the leadership vote until 
he could announce it during a 
television broadcast.
The protest was decided upon 
at ah executive meeting Wednes­
day and Mr. MacTdvish was ad­
vised of it today In a letter from 
Victer J. Mackie, gallery presi­
dent. The letter said in part:
“The executive instructed me, 
on behalf of the gallery, to pro­
test against the withholding of 
the Liberal leadership voting re­
sults, at the recent national con­
vention, in the interests of tele­
vision broadcasting and without 
regard for the earliest possible 
dissemination of news of national 
Importance.” .
The executive also unanimously 
approved- the action of Mr. Mac- 
jde in making verbal protest to 
Mr. MacTavish before the vote 
was counted when it became 
known that the result was to be 
held up until the convention pro­
ceedings went on the television 
broadcast.
The Canadian Press, the na­
tional cooperative news-gather­
ing and -distributing organization 
made a vigorous verbal protest to 
1 Mr. MacTavish agnlnst artificial 
delay in the dissemination of 
news of great public interest,
Subsequently, a number of 
Canadian newspaper*, including 
the Kelowna Daily Courier, have 
commented editorially on the 
news-withholding incident. For 
example: , ,  __
Montreal La Prcsse said CP 
w as:right in protesting the de­
cision or convention officials to 
ddoy announcement of Lester B 
Pearson’s o 1 e c t i o n , as party 
leader frbm about 8:30 p.m. when 
the vote was tallied until after
t f t t L B t m n
f)lRtAOY!
Personally Speaking
By THE VENFRABLB D. S. CATCH POLE
V IT A M IN  " A "
INTERPRETING TH E NEW S
Bank Rate "Leak" Allegations 
Still Talked About In Britain
CAN WE AFFORD IT?
There is something exciting 
about this new year, 1958. We 
know we have a hew mayor and a 
new alderman. We even have a 
slightly new income tax. There is 
a new Liberal leader and a new 
astronomical budget in the United 
States. Lots of new things, excit­
ing things! We are learning thdt 
there will be, within the next 
hundred years, wide-open gamb­
ling joints on the moon—pressur­
ized, of course—as well as delight­
ful Honey Moon Cottages for 
newly-weds to. spend the long 
week-end after their marriage. 
The United Stater budget is des­
cribed as "all out for defence” 
but “retrenchment at home” . 
When it comes to defence soend- 
lng. and like works the question 
•never arises as,to whether.or not 
we cahv afford to : spend this 
money In this particular fashion.
After all, what is a million? I 
wonder if the new Liberal leader 
knows. I wonder, about quite a 
number of things,' one- of which 
is whether the Canadian .Govern­
ment is  not feeling a trifle sick 
about’ its radar defence lines in 
the north. I wonder what they 
cost the Canadian Taxpayer and 
whether they are worth anything 
at this moment.' I fancy that be­
fore long, if hot at this, moment, 
they are about as useful as the 
Selgfrled Line, part qf vyhich’I 
saw in Germany: as masses of 
concrete blown up by the French 
The Maginot line  did, not stop 
the G erm ans., It might? have 
pped them if war had remained 
as it was, but war changes. We 
recall that the guns of’a certain' 
British possession were found to 
be pointing the wrong way. They 
were to repel an enmy from the 
sea but the enemy came horn the 
land instead. We have spent m il­
lions da this radar warning line. 
Will the enemy come ih it way? 
Will he come at all? May it not be 
a rocket which comes and can 
anything be done about it?
Never mind, it is all good for 
the development of science. Years 
hence, someone will discover
By ED SIMON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
9 p.m. when the convention went.ence to one medium over others
on TV. >
’. . . It is accepted that news 
is public property,” said La 
Presse. “It may be said the de­
lay was of little consequence 
But who will not understand that 
once the principle of priority of 
special interests over public in­
terest is accepted in the publi­
cation of current events, then the 
door is open for further manoeu­
vres directed at monopoly of in 
formation? This is a peril that 
must be averted at all costs.” 
The Moncton Transcript said: 
“This display of giving prefer-
deserves severe criticism, for the 
distribution of news should never 
be delayed to suit the conven­
ience or decision of individuals.”
Ottawa Le Droit said: “If the 
brass hats of the Liberal party 
understand freedom of the press 
and of information in this way, 
then they have a strange con­
ception o f i t  . . . news : . . is 
the property of the public and 
no. official, has the right, arti­
ficially to delay its dissemina­
tion.
The Daily Courier charged that 
Mr. MacTavish’s action contra­
vened the freedom of the press
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VICTORIA: Now your M.L.A.’s 
are well into the 1958 session of 
the Legislature, even though no­
thing has been done yet but 
talk, talk, talk.
In other words this session Is 
starting off in time-honored fash- 
on—with the debate in.reply to 
the Speech from the Throne, 
which wns prepared by the Pre­
mier and read by the Lieut.-gov- 
ernor on opening day.
This debate* gives your MLA’s 
a chance to talk about anything 
that pops into their heads—and 
what pops into the heads of your 
MLA’s when they get to their 
feet, and sometimes when they 
don’t, is usually plenty, and 
sometimes quite astonishing.;
They roam all over the place 
in their speeches, with ideas on 
this and that, and then, when 
they suddenly remember, they 
hop bock home to their own con­
stituencies and point out to the 
Premier and his cabinet minis­
ters, who hold the purse strings, 
nnd mold government policy, the 
pressing needs of you folk who 
voted for them, in the hopes, of 
course, MLA’s being politicians, 
thnt you’ll vote for them again 
when next the opportunity crops 
up, which It won’t until a general 
election in 1960, barring emergen­
cies.
The Throne Speech debate us­
ually takes two weeks; then 
comes the budget, and the budget 
debate, when the . speech-making 
starts ail over again. MLA’s arc 
supposed, In the budget debate, 
to remain with .the budget, but 
few of them ever do. This |s 
called freedom 6f speech, which, 
’tla said, is the bulwark of our 
democracy, aqd so It is, though 
It be tedious a t times;
MLA’a always say legislative 
speeches are far too long, but 
few of them do anything about 
if.' It>  funny how the sound of 
a man’s voice gets him, how It’s 
music to his own ears, how, lie 
feels a power as he talks, especi­
ally it he loan get listeners, which 
b  sometimes mighty difficult in 
jour Legislature unless you’re 
the Premier, wlth his vocal dy­
namics and gymnastics#, or
\
golden-voiced orator like CCF Mr. 
Harding of Kaslo-Slocan; or _p 
sort of “man mountain” wrestler 
type of orator .like the Leader 
of-the Opposition, Mr. Strachnn; 
or pert and winsome like the lady 
MLA’s,|f Mrs. Brown and Mrs. 
Haggen; or a walking legislative 
history book like Mr. Uphill of 
Fernlc; or a hop-skip-and-Jump 
man like Mr. Gaglardl; or CCF 
Mr. Nlmslck of Cranbrook who 
always tramps all over the gov­
ernment’s toes in the most-shame­
less, delightful way; or the attor­
ney-general, with his legal mum 
bo-Jumbo, which makes everyone 
think he has explained every­
thing, whereas he has explained 
nothing at all; or Mr, Peterson, 
the minister of education, whom 
the ladles swear looks like 
blonde Greek god; o r  Mr. Martin 
the minister of health and wel­
fare, a charming needier, hurl­
ing his snrcnstic barbs at the 
opposition/
Come to think of it, your Legis­
lature has quite n number of 
members worth listening to and 
looking at.
Ike Asks Curb 
On Management, 
Union Corruption
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Pres! 
dent Elsenhower today urged 
Congress to curb “corruption, 
racketeering and abuse of (mat 
and power In the labor-manage­
ment field.” Ho made the rec­
ommendation in a proposal for 
legislation.
Elsenhower recommended spe­
cifically that unions be subject 
to loss of legal bargaining status 
If they do not file true and proper 
data on their finances and other 
subjects.
Against a b a c k g r o u n d  of 
congressional inquiries disclosing 
abuses In the labor-management 
field, Elsenhower called for legis­
lation Vto benefit and protect the 
welfare of American workers and 
the general puUIlc,” ,
The finding of a judicial inquiry 
that there was no leak of infor­
mation on Britain’s bank rate  in­
crease last September has given 
rise to expressions of relief and 
recrimination.
But,if the searching, 12-day in­
vestigation has authoritatively 
dismissedallegations of impropri­
ety, it has raised questions that 
will be debated seriously ih Brit­
ain in the months to come.
From the political point of 
view, neither the government nor 
the Opposition emerges from the 
affair with a clear-cut victory. 
Prilne-Minister Macmillan is still 
being criticized for allowing ru­
mors ot ‘misconduct to gain ex- 
h’e^V&3̂ w id e : ‘currency before 
ordering the inquiryv ;
Labor party lenders, on; the 
other hand, are under attack for 
resorting to personal allegations 
against Oliver Poole, the former 
Conservative party chairman, in 
their efforts to induce the gov­
ernment to act. Poole was among 
those specifically given a dean 
bill of health by the three-man 
tribunal. ’
TWO. MASTERS 
These points are likely to oc­
cupy a lnajo r portion of the forth­
coming parliamentary debate on 
the tribunal’s report, ‘But other 
issues raised in the course of the 
inquiry are less easily disposed 
of.
There is considerable concern 
over evidence given during the 
inquiry of the difficulties con­
fronting ' directors of the Bank of 
England, who combine outside 
business interests with their* serv­
ice on the board of that national­
ized'body.
The problem confronting 'these 
men Is posed by the necessity of 
divorcing their knowledge - of 
forthcoming changes in . govern­
ment financial policy from their 
private dealings. The tribunal ex­
pressed satisfaction that none of 
them behaved improperly last 
September..
SYSTEM DEFENDED '
But the wisdom of their pres 
ence on the bank’s board of di­
rectors lay outside the tribunal’s 
urisdiction. Defenders of the 
present system argue that tho 
bank would suffer from the loss 
of direct contact with Britain’s 
major financial interests if these 
directors were replaced by full­
time substitutes.
Other observers feel the direc­
tors duel status places them in an 
intolerable dilemma and inevita­
bly leaves them open to the sus­
picion that they are misusing 
confidential information in their 
own interest.
Similar issues are raised by the 
disclosure during the inquiry 
that the chancellor of the excheq­
uer habitually discloses forthcom­
ing financial measures in private 
discussions with selected newspa 
per men and government officials 
outside his department.
Again, tho tribunal found no ev­
idence that a bank rate leak had 
rcsultccl from the chancellor’s off- 
the record sessions or even that 
tho ban rate had been men
tioned in any of them.
IMPLIED THREAT 
The purpose of the discussions 
is to acquaint the people con­
cerned with the background of 
treasury moves in order to help 
them ..co-operate with the govern­
ment in carrying out its policies. 
Critics feel the practice fosters 
suspicion that the chancellor’s 
confidences may be violated. _ 
'Die press is unhappy about an­
other aspect of the. inquiry—-the 
“ implied threat,”, as The Specta­
tor puts it, that newspaper men 
called as witnesses would be 
charged with contempt of court 
if they refused to tell the tribuna 
where they picked up rumors , of 
a bank rate leak.
The reporters invariably sup­
plied t h i s  information when 
asked. But a number of journal­
ists have expressed concern over 
what they consider an' infringe­
ment of the traditional, privilege 
of the press to protect its news 
sources.
10 YEARS AGO 
; January, 1548 ■
Application of the. railways for 
an increase of 30 percent in 
freights throughout 'Canada pro­
vided a matter of the first im*. 
portance for the attention qf the 
transportation committee, H. B. 
Ewer, chairman of the commit­
tee, told .the members of the 
BCFGA at the 59th annual on- 
vention this week.
;• Dominion Government engin­
eers and a survey party either 
have arrived or will reach the 
city later today. They are reli­
ably reported coming here to 
confer on ways and means 6f put­
ting water on the .Stevens pro­
perty, Westbank. The Stevens 
property is located on either' side 
of the highway between the fqrry 
and McDougall Creek. The Ke 
lowna and Westbank boards of 
trade have urged for many 
months that there were 1,200 ac­
res of good land available there 
for settlement if irrigation was 
available. *
20 YEARS AGO 
January, 1938
An outbreak of fire from an 
unknown cause destroyed the 
M. Chaplin home at Bear Creek
30 YEARS AGO 
January,. 1928
Okanagan Mission. — Most to­
bacco growers here succeeded in 
getting their crop stripped before 
the end of the recent thaw. We 
understand that the work of sort­
ing and baling is to start In Ke­
lowna in a few days.
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
An Interesting photograph, de­
picting the world-wide distribu- 
ion of Kelowna apples, was re­
ceived by Chief Constable Thom-
N O T IC E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
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these gadgets in the far north 
and wonder why anyone was so 
stupid as to put them there. Can 
we attQrd this sort of thing? Does 
it do anyone any good?
Defence, defence, defence 1 We 
have allowed the Colonel Blimps 
and the Ex-Lieutenant-Generals to 
put ,us in a state of panic, t  
wonder if they have the slightest 
faith in the sort of thing they talk 
about. Does no one give a thought 
to the ordinary Joe and his wife 
and children who want to live 
quiet happy lives? Does anyone 
give a thought to those unfortun* 
ate people who can’t walk about# 
but who must stay in bed all day 
and every day? Does anyone give 
anyv thought as to how these 
people live, or who pays for their 
keep and care? If you bring this 
matter to the authorities, they 
say, ”We are, very sorry. Unless 
the government helps us we 
can’t afford to look after your 
old infirm people.” I say thin: 
“You can’t  afford NOT to look 
after thfem! And one of these days 
we are going to be judged by what 
we could afford and what we 
could not afford.*”
A newly /inaugurated council; 
a new year; a new bridge; a cen­
tennial year; and a  brand new 
opportunity to salute those who 
have done their job of work in 
life, but who find themselves help­
less because of disease nr through 
waning strength! What more do 
you want? It is a great, occasion 
and a great chance to do some­
thing worth while;
I venture to say that if all those 
who have bought a certain new 
gadget during the past few 
months had contributed the cost 
to a nursing home, or whatever 
I am supposed to call it, m very 
sizable part of the initial expense 
would be met by now. Dontt tell 
me that this town cannot afford 
such a place. J  am beginning to 
have some idea what a town can 
afford when it wants something 
badly enough.
Do I  hear any agreement from 
anywhere? Alas! I hear nothing 
except Jhat mournful cry, “We 
can’t afford it!”
as, a few days ago from China: 
The photograph shows the window 
of a Store on the: BubblingweH 
Road, Shanghai, China, and the 
window is filled with boxes of 
’apples, the boxes bearing the 
familiar 1 ettering: “Okanagan
Fruit, packed and shipped by 
Stirling and Pitcairn, Kelowna.”
50 YEARS AGO 
January, 1908
A distressing accident occurred 
at Dr. Keller’s ranch, by which 
Robert Crawford was instantly 
killed. The; deceased, the fourth 
son of Mr. and Mis. William 
Crawford, was a native of Glas­
gow, Scotland, but had lived in 
the district since childhood. He 
was about 26 years of age, and 
his sad and untimely death has 
called forth many expression of 
sympathy for; his parents.
HOUSE GOLF-BALLED
BELMONT, Calif. (AP)—Nine 
boys petted a house with 5,000 
golf balls Wednesday, causing 
damage estimated by police at 
$1,500. The boys, whose ages 
ranged’ from 7 to 13. told officers 
“we thought it was a haunted 
house." Owner Steven Barath, 
who once operated a miniature 
golf course, had stored the balls 
In the five-room house. The par­
ents will be asked to make resti­
tution. '
Before 1965, travel authori­
ties ’say, it will be possible to 
make *auto trips to the Arctic 
Circle. Just what we need, a 
4-lane highway \o  the North 
Pole.
Ceramics which bend have 
been discovered, to the disgust 
of clumsy husbands who never 
could help with the! dishes be­
cause they dropped so many.
* * * *
Hotels in  pastern Canada 
report that' guests arejww steal­
ing television sets. It’s h?rd to 
know where to place the blame 
—is it because the sets are too 
small or the suitcases too big?
• .* *
A Russian official was taken1 
to hospital >in Calcutta after 
showering money upon a Crowd 
of Indians. It remains to be 
seen, remarks Senator Soaper, 
whether he will be charged with 
impersonating an American.
A friend fond of definitions 
suggests that a co-ed is a young 
girl who can always tell when 
she is in love—and always does 
tell.
* * * -
Easter comes early tills* year,
with Godd Friday bn April 4. 
Does that- signify an early 
spring?
' * * . *
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Haggis 
have returned after a long visit 
to their native country. No, it’s 
not Scotland—it’s Greece.
* ! » ' *  ■
An 'arsonist whose crime 
brought its own punishment was 
the snail at Padiliam, England, 
that crawlfed into <jn electrio 
socket, caused a  short-circuit, 
started a minor house" fire-* 
and got burned to a  crisp.
BIBLE T H O U G H T
He will give his angels charge 
over thee. Psalm 91:11.
Man is Immortal till his work 
is dono. Instances of God’s in­
tervention to save good men from 
peril are overwhelming evidence 
of God's care.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS
Public Notice is hereby given that the “City of Kelowna 
Zoning By-Law, 1938?’ being By-Law No. 740 of The 
Corporation of the City of Kelowna as amended, is now in 
process of revision, more particularly ns follows:
(1) By repealing Clanse 6 of the said By-Law, as amended 
by By-Law No. 1439, further amended by By-Law 
No. 1778, and further amended by By-Law,No. 1814.
<2) By repealing Section 0A as enacted by By-Law\No. 
1583.
(3) To resone Lots Four (4), Five (5) and Six (6), District 
Lot One hundred and tlilrty-nine (139), Osoyoos Divi­
sion Yale District. Plan Eight Thousand Two Hun­
dred and Twenty-one (8221) from Zone G-Residential 
to Zone I-MuIUpIe Dwelling.
The above described three lots arc on the South .side 
of the 500 block Rosemead Avenue. \
Details of the proposed By-Law may be seen at the 
office of the City Clerk, Kelowna City Ilall, 1435 Water 
Street, Kelowna, B.C., Monday to Friday inclusive, between 
tho hours of nine o’clock in tho forenoon and five o’clock 
( in the afternoon.
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Many Scots away from their homeland keep In 
touch with everyday.; affairs In Scotland—through 
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B EN N ET T  G R A N D S O N  
P ER P ET U A T ES  N A M E
The Kelowna Social Credit 
Group and W.A. join with all o! 
Premier Bennett’s friends in 
congratulating him on the ar- 
rival of a grandson, the first to 
carry (hi the Bennett name. 
Born to the Premier's son W, 
R. Bennett and his wife, the 
baby has been named William 
James Bradford Bennett.
View  O f Mother And Teacher 
Will Be Heard On P-TA Panel
M,L:‘
,s; ./„,, &
EN D U R IN G  ELEG ANC E
By ALICE ALDEN
The wise shopper, making 
a major purchase such as a 
good coat, chooses carefully. 
If it’s to look right in smart 
circles for several seasons, it 
should be a model that es­
chews fads, but relies on fine 
fabric, simple but effective 
lines and impeccable tailoring.
All these requirements and 
more are met in this model, 
the design of a famous coat 
house. Buttery beige velour is 
shaped in a relaxed cocoon 
silhouette. It’s topped with a 
softy draped shawl collar of 
ranch or pastel mink. Hand­
some, too, in blue with ceru­
lean mink.
Coll inson- 
Rites O f Interest
The beauty of St. Joseph's Ca-< nested in white tulle in which 
thedral, Edmonton, was further were embedded pink rose-buds 
enhanced by the scarlet tumes of 
members of the R.C.M.P. who
participated in the high noon 
wedding of Agnes Marie Breault, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Breault, Edmonton, and Const. 
Arthur Joseph Collinson, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Collinson of 
Kelowna on January 7..
Rev. Father Irwin conducted 
the wedding rites. Ronald Breault 
and Paul Roche, brother and 
cousin of the bride, acted as serv­
ers for the double-ring ceremony. 
White and yellow mums adorned 
the altar for the occasion.
The bride, who was given in 
marriage ljy her father, was a 
picture of - radiant -lovliness- -in 
traditional floor-length w h i t e  
satin fashioned on Empire lines 
with a very full skirt poised over 
crinolines and hoops. Irridescent 
pearls shimmered at the gently 
Sloping neckline.
A double crown of pearls and 
sequins adorned the finger-tip 
length bridal veil, which was 
highly trimmed with irridescent 
stars. A sheaf of calla lilies with 
Cascading gardenias made up the 
exquisite bridal bouquet.
Matron of honor Mrs. N. Ash­
down and bridesmaids Miss Adele 
Breault, sister of the bride and 
Miss Patricia Collinson, t h e  
groom’s sister were identically 
gowned in waltz-length midnight 
blue velvet With boat necklines, 
V-shaped'backs and very full 
skirts. A bouquet of white mums 
was carried by the matron of 
honor, who wore matching mitts 
of velvet and headband trimmed 
with pearls. White feather head- 
bands were worn by the brides­
maids who carried velvet muffs 
cn tone embellished with white 
mums.
Tiny Suzanne Mercier gowned 
Identically with the senior attend­
ants. wore a headband of small 
white roses and carried a nose­
gay of sweetheart roses and 
mums in her small white gloved 
h a n d s .  Diminutive Maurice 
Breault, ring bearer, wore a re­
plica of the RCMP uniform.
Groomsmen Were Constables 
Robert Gran, Wilfred Ottenbrelt 
and A. Harvey. A guard of honor, 
eight members of the Edmonton 
RCMP ushered. Soloists, Mrs. C, 
Telllcr and Mr. N. Constantine 
sang "Avc Maria" , and the 
"Pnnis Angclicus" during mass 
and "Bless This House” , during 
the signing of the register.. Mrs 
Pcrln-Olson was organist.
Toast to the bride was propos­
ed by Mr. Omar Vlcfoor, to which 
the groom responded, 250 guests 
sat dawn to a bridal supper at the 
Frontiersmen's Hall. A four* 
tiered wedding cako, flanked by 
white tapers and topped with 
miniature mountic and bride
Mrs. Breault chose a navy blue 
peau de soie sheath dress with 
hat of grey and navy accessories 
for her daughter’s wedding. Mrs. 
Collinson, the groom’s mother 
wore a steel blue bouffant taf­
feta gown with ash .rose access­
ories. Both wore gardenia cor­
sages.
For her honeymoon the bride 
donned an ensemble of powder 
blue flannel with winter white ac­
cessories and, white orchid cor­
sage. After a honeymoon in the 
western United States and B.C., 
the couple will reside in Edmon­
ton. Numerous out-of-town guests 
travelled from prairie and B.C. 
points to attend the wedding.
Woman Appointed 
To B.C. Indian 
Advise Committee
Mrs. J . O. Decker, a newly 
appointed member of the B.C. 
Indian Advisory Committee,. is 
at present in Victoria for the pur­
pose of discussing problems con­
fronting British Columbia’s native 
Indians. She has been conferring 
with the Honourable Lyle Wicks, 
Minister of Labour, under whom 
the Indian Advisory Committee 
functions. ,
In addition to befog the newest 
appointee to the Indian Advisory 
Committee, Mrs. Decker is the 
first woman member to.sit on the 
committee. Her wide experience 
with women's organizations and 
her numerous contacts with In­
dian women will enable her to 
express their attitude to many 
of the problems which come be­
fore the committee.
Mrs. Dexter has been a member 
of the Pemberton Women’s Insti­
tute for sixteen years. During 
that period she served as a Direc­
tor, and later as President of the 
North Fraser District Board of 
the Women’s Institute. At the 
present time she is Vice-Presi­
dent of the Provincial Board, of 
the Women’s Institute in B.C.
Mrs. Decker lives a t Pember­
ton where her husband forms in 
the specialized field of seed po­
tato growing. She has served as 
the B.C. representative for . Agri­
culture on the Canadian Associa­
tion of Consumers, and has also 
acted as a judge of the Farm 
and Home Economics sections of 
the Lillooet Fall Fair.
The Indians on the Creekside 
Indian Reserve have always been 
of especial interest to Mrs. Dec­
ker, and she encourages the wo­
men to enter their handicrafts in 
the local fairs.
During her interview with the 
Honourable Lyle Wicks, Mrs. 
Decker discussed the many home 
and social problems with which 
the Indian women of todqy have 
to contend. In the rapidly chang­
ing pattern of life, both on and 
off reserves, the Indians need the 
friendship and co-operation of 
their fellow citizens during this 
period of adjustment to a new 
way of living./ '
Mrs. Norman DeHart will 
•peak as a  hojne maker and 
mother on the panel discussion 
of "Is There An Answer to Juv­
enile Delinquency?" being held 
under the auspices of the PTA 
on January 27 in the Senior 
High School Auditorium. Mrs. 
DeHart is the mother of two 
teenage boys, a graduate of 
UBC and the Faculty of Educa­





CATANIA, Sicily (Reuters) 
Explosions of exceptional vio­
lence shook Mount Etna early to­
day as Europe’s;' largest active 
volcano flung fragments of rock 
and molten lava nearly 5,000 feet 
into the air. Experts of the Etna 
Volcanological Institute said the 
explosions were probably caused 
by large pockets of gas trapped 
under the rising lava.
. GLENMORE: M r. R. Cundy has 
returned to his home after under­
going a serious operation In Van­
couver.
Mrs. L. Foxon, of Carbon, Al­
berta, is presently visiting her 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs, Peter Newton.
Mr. H Hawley, Dilworth Cres­
cent, is leaving on Saturday to 
attend the annual general meet­
ing of the Life Underwriters As­
sociation of Canada, being held 
in Toronto January 30-31. Mr. 
Hawley is representing the North 
Okanagan Branch of the associa­
tion.
MRS.< NORMAN DEHART
ALICE WINSBY — WOMEN’S EDITOR
t r \ ,
Women Plan Sa’le
RUTLAND — The Central Cir­
cle of the United Women's Fed­
eration met in the church base­
ment hall for their regular 
monthly meeting, with some 
twenty members present.
Following the devotional period 
there was a short business ses­
sion, at which arrangements 
were made for purchase of mat­
erials for aprons for a sale to be 
held later. A number of articles 
for the church kitchen had been 
purchased by the circle, and 
these were displayed at the meet­
ing. Each memtter also brought 
an article worth not more than 
50 cents for sale to other* mem­
bers of the circle, the proceeds 
going toward the group funds. A 
social hour followed with games 
after which refreshments were 
served by the President, Mrs. 
Dan Jaud, and Mrs. Lentz, secre­
tary-treasurer.
The sympathy) of residents of 
Rutland is extenael to the Yama 
oka family in the death of their 
father, Iwajiro Yamaoka, a long 
time resident of the district.
A If Claxton is a patient in the
Lady Lions Elect 
New Slate For '58
The Lion’s Ladies first meet\ng 
for 1958 was held in the KLT 
building on January 20. Members 
elected Mrs. D. Shorthouse as 
their new president. Chosen vice- 
president was Mrs. J. R. Gates, 
with Mrs. Wm. Mosdcll as secre­
tary-treasurer.
Mrs. Sydney Cook, past presi­
dent expressed thanks to mem­
bers for their cooperation during j Ketow™" Hospital" a f̂teT suffering 
an enjoyable and successful year. broken ribs in a {aU while n. 
After general business was con- in„ 
eluded the evening ended with!
refreshments being served. . } Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Cross and
family, and Joe-Anne
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Child Regains Use O f Limbs
Dunchn,
Road conditions on the Alaska I daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andy 
Highway are best from about the Duncan of Westbank, returned 
start of June to the end of Sep- last week from a three weeks 
tember. ", | visit to California. While in Los
Angeles they stayed with the 
George Clark family, former res-
| idents of the district.
Mr. John Jankaluk Sr., is a 
| patient in the Kelowna Hospital.
Mr. Egbert Doyle, of Vancouv­
er, nephew of the laje William 
Verrall, was a visitor to the dis* t 
trict last week, -attending his • 
uncle's funeral. Other members 
of the family here were Mrs. 
Frank Hart, a daughter, who 
came by plane from Flin Flon, 
Manitoba, and Mrs. Harold An­
derson, another daughter, and 
her husband, from Edmonton.
The Square Circle of the Wo­
men’s Federation met at the 
home of Mrs. E. Mugford for ele­
ction of officers. Mrs. Alex Bell 
Was chosen president, and Mrs. 
Mugford secretary - treasurer. 
Sewing material was given out to 
the members, and refreshments 
were served bv the hostess.
The Rutland branch of the Kel­
owna Growers Exchange closed 
down their packing operations on 
Thursday, after a two week run 
on Newtons and other winter 
apples. The packers do not ex­
pect to be called back again until 
the "C.A" (controlled atmos­
phere) storage is opened, when 
present stocks of packed fruit are 
exhausted, probably in five or 
six weeks time.
Mrs. R. E. Fitzpatrick return­
ed on Monday from Arnprlor, 
Ontario, where she had gone to 
attend the funeral of her mother. 
Mrs. R. L. Fitzpatrick, of New 
Westminster, has been visiting 
here in her daughter-in-law's ab­
sence and caring for the children.
The choir of the United Church 
is planning to hold an old fashion­
ed “box social” in the church 
basement hall on Friday evening 
February 7.
MASSEY IjLANS VACATION v
KINGSTON, Jamaica (Reuters) 
Governor-General Massey of Can­
ada^ will arrive in Jamaica in an 
RCAF plane Feb. 5 to spend a 
three-week vacation. He will be 
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs 
Lionel M asses
4ft
Men Down To Earth About Shoes 
Buy Three Pairs If Cheap
New York Artists 
A t  Surumerland 
Early In Feb.
Music lovers in the Okanagan 
valley will be interested in the 
concert which has been arranged 
for presentation at the- Summer- 
land High School on February 5.
Two Stcinway pianos will fill 
the stage of the auditorium when 
Melvin Stcchcr and Norman Horo­
witz, gifted young American urt- 
ists. present a program destined 
to please nil lovers of fine music.
Compositions qf Ilach, Chopin, 
and Uzt are included in the pro­
gram.
The Stochcr and Horowitz name 
first became famil!ar\ to the pub­
lic when the two young men were 
featured in on engagement, ex­
tender , and rc-exicnacd at the 
Radio City Music Hall, They gave 
a total of 84 performances In that 
famous hall where the names of 
bo many of today’s most noted 
artists first became household 
)ivo*ds.
For hundreds of years men 
have been following women . . . 
everywhere, that is, except in 
shoes.
That does not mean that there 
aren’t plenty of women in shoes 
who are worth following.
What it does mean is that 
women have for centuries con­
sidered shoes a basic item in 
their style wardrobe while men, 
spurning the feminine example, 
have been content most of the 
time to consider shoes little more 
than a means of keeping their 
feet off the ground.
And Canadian men have been 
no different from men in the 
United States, the United King­
dom and Europe.
While the average lady, from 
16 to 60, wouldn’t think of select­
ing less than three pair of new 
shoes each year, the male mem­
ber of the spicies settles foe an 
average of not much more than 
one new pair each 12 months.
True! this low average docs not 
apply to male teen-agers. They 
arc definitely more fad and fash­
ion conscious from head to foot. 
As a result, Canadian casual 
footwear with its wide variety 
ojf styling, has here made its 
biggest advance.
And in the last 12 months es 
pecinlly, there has been definite 
evidence to show, that this male 
buying of shoes to fit not merely 
the boot but afoo the occasion, has 
been sneaking up Into the older 
age brackets.
It's no longer a breach of 
etiquette for a man of 50 to don 
n pair of desert boots or even a 
blue suede shoe with jumbo foam 
soles. Even the now traditional 
"white buck" oxfords are not en­
tirely restricted to those under 
20.
Indeed retailers south of the 
border admit that If It hadn't 
been for this steadily growing 
acceptance of cnsunls, men's 
shoe sales In the Fall and early 
winter of 1957 would have been 
far less satisfactory.
O f, course, leisure footwear 
styling for men Is not something 
new. It has been here for man; 
years in Europe nnd In Norti 
America. But for most of that 
time, It was found largely ( If not 
exclusively, In ,the high priced 
brackets.
The recent upswing In “ second’ 
nnd "third pair" men’s shoe 
buying in Canada, however, has 
come largely at $t0 and under 
Wtylc it has been difficult to per­
suade the average Canadian to 
pay' $18 for a second pair of 
shoes, many retailers have found 
that at $10 two extra pairs for
Z rts and leisure wear are more n acceptable. The total bill 
the male shoe wardrobe contains 
three pair, of shoes Instead of 
two. .
, Many of these "second" and 
‘"third" shoes are being bought 
In springy, ultra-flexible let long- 
wearing foam crepe suitable for 
year-round wear in town 
country, ’« ,
In 1958 there is every indica 
tion that the swing to style and 
to the leisure look in male foot­
wear will be even ' more pro­
nounced. Lighter, flexible Can­
adian footwear is apparently here 
to stay, with casual sports and 
casual dress shoes designed for 
specific occasions and specific 
uses—and, despite their extra 
durability, priced substantially 
lower than many of the more 
traditional styles.
If the trend continues, who 
knows, Canadian wqmen of 1980 
may be picking and choosing 
their husbands on the basis of 
their ability to select the right 
shoe for the right occasion.
Llewellyn Wozencroft is a 
bright, eight-year-old Abbotsford 
boy whose life .almost ended 
when he was struck by a car in 
July.
He survived the serioiis head 
injury he received, but only after 
his family, doctors and nurses 
had spent a frightening six weeks 
while he remained in-a coma at 
Vancouver General Hospital.
When he regained conscious­
ness, it was obvious that. Lew 
would need a long course of treat­
ment and training to repair the 
damage that the injury had done.
Like other accident-induced 
coma cases, his speech was af­
fected, there was weakness in 
both arms and legs and a general 
lack of muscular co-ordination.
Today, Lew is one of the bright 
spots in a tour of the G. F. Strong 
Rehabiliatioh Centre in .Vancou­
ver where children with handi­
caps of all kinds are trained to 
overcome their disabilities, many 
of them under the sponsorship of 
the B.C. Child Care and Polio 
Fund. r
The Fund is currently cam­
paigning for $275,000 to continue 
its work. \
.Lew. was able to go home for 
Christmas to join the big family 
where he is No, 3 child among 
four boys 'and one girl.
His visit helped to temporarily 
relieve the worry that hung over 
the family because Mr. Wozen­
croft was out of work.
He also gave his family good 
news. He was starting to walk a 
little with the help of parellel 
bars. He was gradually learning 
more control over his move­
ments.. And his speech had “im­
proved tremendously.”
Things probably will work out 
all right for young Lew, thanks 
to the special training he is re­
ceiving.
Such rehabilitation training is 
invaluable in cases like his—and 
one of the aims of the B.C. Child 
Care and Polio Fund Is to make 
sure that it is available to young­
sters who need it.
That’s why the Fund is asking 
the support of everyone in B.C. 
his month in its campaign for 
$275,000.
Vacuum When Cleaning Mattress 
Use Suds For Thorough Job
i
►Ml
N EW  TRENDS
By VERA WINSTON
The new lines haver made 
themselves felt in coats to •  
remarkable degree, Just a 
glance at the coats soon to be 
in the stores proves this, Red 
worsted jersey mtikes a top­
per with a spring style look 
It goes In for a simple foliar, 
covered buttons and narrow 
sleeves, The interest focuses 
on the ' full-blown back tha^ 
narrows down toward the knees 
A self band and bow give the 
trim, narrow look toward the 
hem that In seen at all coat 
collections a t every level.
HITH ER  A N D  Y O N
MISS JOAN McLAURIN *. . . 
daughter of Mrs. P. C. McLaurin, 
left Sunday for New York, where 
she will take up nursing duties.
RETURNING TO EDMONTON 
. . Mr. and Mrs. N. Martin, 
who have been visiting their 
daughter, son-in-law, and grand­
children, Mr. and Mrs, L, Gatley 
and family, are i “turning home 
this week.
MR. AND MRS, R. M. HAY- 
MAN . . .  are spending a few 
days in Vancouver where Mr. 
Hayman will attend the Libera) 
convention and Mrs. Hayman 
plans to attend the UBC presenta' 
tion of "Peer Gynt." ,
MR. AND MRS. E. L. ADAM 
. . . will journey to Spokane, 
Wash, this weekend to attend the 
wedding of their niece,
KELOWNA JAYCETTES . . . 
entertained members of the Ver­
non Jnyccttcs at n dinner party 
held at the Chez Louis on Monday 
evening. Later in the evening n 
brief meeting was held at the 
home of Mrs. R. Thompson.
Learning .to walk again with 
the help of parellel bars at the 
Rehabilitation Centre, is ac­
cident victim Llewellyn “Lew" 
Wozencroft. The cight-yeor-old 
Abbotsford boy .was in a coma
for six weeks after being struck 
by a car. Providing help and 
rchabiliation training for young­
sters like Lew is nil part of 
the work done by the B;C. Child 
Care and Polio Fund.
By ELEANOR ROSS
Once in awhile it pays to give 
your mattress a thorough clean­
ing to keep it in prime condition.
Here’s a safe and efficient 
method of handling this chore. 
VACUUM THOROUGHLY 
‘ First, the mattress must be 
thoroughly vacuutoed. Use the 
upholsery brush for the surfaces 
—top, sides and bottom. The 
crevice tool should be used for 
cleaning around tufts and along 
the edges, especially if there' is 
a border roll of any type.
Never, under any circum­
stances beat a mattress to re­
move dust. Vacuuming will do 
it more efficiently, even if you 
don’t see the dust fly.
MAKE SUDS y
Next, mix a pail of dry deter­
gent suds by placing a cup of 
detergent in two quart of warm 
water and beating with a rjotary 
egg beater. Then with a natural 
or plastic .sponge,, scoop -up a 
small amount of suds and vig­
orously clean an area about one 
foot square.
Rinse the sponge often in a' 
separate pail of clean water. Be 
sure to keep the operation as 
dry as you can by using a towel 
to blot up excess moisture.
When one area is cleaned, 
move on to the next,' making 
sure the areas overlap slightly 
to eliminate lines or streaks be­
tween them. Keep the suds live­
ly and the second pail of water 
clean.
FAST DRYING.
A simple way to facilitate dry 
ing is to train an electric fan 
on the surface. You can then 
clean your Way around the sides.
If you have worked methodi­
cally, and used a sufficient dry 
sponge, by the time . you have 
finished orte side, you should be 
able to turn the mattress and 
tackle the other side.
Try and do the job In the early 
morning, so that the bedding 
can dry out thoroughly by bed­
time.
IF IT IS WORN -
Of course, we are assuming 
that the mattress to be cleaned 
is in good condition. If most of 
toe tufts or buttons are missing, 
if there are splits or worn areas 
in the ticking; if you encounter 
lumps, bumps and sags, then it 
Is time to take steps. If It Is still 
worth it, you might try having 
it made over.
But during the annual white
sales,, so many stores feature 
wonderful buys in mattresses 
and pillows, that it is a good 
time to take stock of bedding 
needs and replace what is no 
longer up to par.
ROOSTER GOES FREE 
ALICE, Tex. (AP)—A rooster 
was entered in evidence Wednes­
day in the assault trial of Ed­
ward Cox, 25. The defence told 
the court that the rooster, fitted 
with razor-sharp gaffs, entered a 
free-for-all fight and inflicted the 
injuries Cox was accused/ of 
causing. Judge Wash Storm found 
Cox guilty and fined him $25 and 
costs.
W ife Preservers
A sofa bod b  o smart purthoift 
tor tho hom*. A lofo by doy, I  
lift (onvftriftd Into a  coimortaW* 
b«d at night. Especially conwntan* 
If you hago on overflow of bows#
flUftStl.
Fo r Y o u
A  Com plete Lin e 
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STUMPS FOR WOMEN
MELBOURNE (Reutors)-Mrs. 
Lnkshmi Mcnon, Indian deputy
foreign minister, said during a 
thi
make better politicians thn
visit here 'Mat women
an men 
because they are less liable to 
corruption and manoeuvring.
Dawson Creek at the start of 
the Alaska highway is a main 
distributing centre for products of 
the peace River legion.
P A N E L  D IS C U S S IO N
V o
on the question
"IS THERE A N  ANSW ER 
TO JU V EN ILE D ELIN Q U EN C Y?"
In flie
Senior High School Auditorium 
J a n u a r y  2 7 ^ th  a t  8  p . m .
Sponsored by the Kelowna Elementary P.T.A. 
SPEAKERS
MISS JEAN WILTON, Vancouver 
Chairman. Case worker John Howard Society,
MRS.'NORMAN DcHART, Kelowna 
Housewife and Mother Representing the home, '
LIEUT. A. R. JARVIE, Kelowna V 
i ' Representing the Church
MR. GORDON JQHNSON, Kelowna 
Municipal Inspector Representing the School
MR. DENNIS GUEST, Vernon , 
Probation Officer
MR. JIM PANTON, Kelowna 
Representing Organized-Recreation , /:









S P O R T U G H T
Balmy Okanagan Weather 
Fans Diamond Fans' Flame
By GEORGE INGUS
(Charier Sports Editor)
This winter’s balmy weather has been open enough to keep 
thoughts of baseball alive in the minds of fans and players alike.
. This Sunday the fellows who never stop thinking about the 
game will be getting together in the Memorial Room of the arena 
to thresh out their plans for the year’s operations, and talk over 
last year’s successful operation. The general feeling throughout 
the valley is that the Okanagan-Mainline league had one of its 
best years last year, and the interest in the diamond game is 
mounting out of the doldrums it wallowed in for several years.
The purchase of lights by the Penticton club was one of the 
first shots in the arm to the southern city, once a hot-bed of in­
terest, and a similar purchase has been mooted by ball clubs in 
other cities.
While this is an individual club's problem, it could possibly 
•be handled some way on a league basis, since every club in the 
circuit would benefit from the introduction of night games. A 
summer Sunday in the Okanagan has far too many conflicting 
interests for the potential ball fan, but a week night is a different 
story.
Sunday is also the day when most of the amateur sports 
organizations like to operate, making it doubly hard to encour­
age crowds into the ball parks. At night, all the clubs would have 
to contend with would be TV and movies, whereas in the after 
noon they have fishing, loafing, swimming, sunning, boating, 
and a host of other sports attractions vying for the pqblic’s in­
terest.
Twice-weekly ball games would also provide the fans with 
more frequent ball games, keeping their interest at a pitch. The
Sresent schedule sees gaps of two and three weeks between ome games, and it is almost an impossibility to keep a sustain­
ed interest under those conditions.
A little plain and fancy gouging in this big centennial year 
- might turn the tide in favor of the artificial lights for every park.
" Since everyone is putting the bite on everyone else in this year,
; seeking to achieve all manner of goals, maybe no one would even 
- notice it if the ball clubs worked smoothly.
_ It's a dream, but a pleasant one.
NEXT PRESIDENT, PLEASE
“ President Leo McKinnon of Oliver, the man who has hand- 
' led the affairs of the league so justly and skilfully in the past few 
-years, plans to step down this year, and it is his recommenda­
tion that the next president come from the Orchard City.
An ardent lover of the game, president McKinnon was sin 
cerely pleased last year with the successes enjoyed by the Kel­
owna Orioles, and he felt .he would like to see the administra-* 
tion of the league fall to the city next year.
Secretary John Vanderburgh, another baseball enthusiast 
from ’way back, felt the same way, although his position as a 
player made him happy with his tongue in his cheek, since 
Oliver went all out to win last year.
The choicest Kelowna as a site is certainly a favorable one 
from a geographical standpoint, but it would have been a. very 
bad choice in any one of the past few years; since the administra 
tion In town left much to be desired. For the last two seasons, 
however, all that has been changed, and baseball has reared its 
 ̂ head once more as a major summer sport.
The Orioles’ president, Bill kobson, has been considcrec 
unofficially as the the possible choice for the chair this year, but 
since he is not sure of the permanence of his location here, he 
has suggestedJtpss Qatmap as a possible choice.
Either man wduld be a  fine choice, since tK ^ are two of the 
most enthusiastic workers on the executive last year, and are both 
sufficiently versed in club matters to be able to conduct the 
meetings well. The only trouble is that the league’s gain would 
be the local club’s loss. I
The Orioles will never suffer, however, as long as they have 
manager Blair Peters and coach Hank Tostenson.
ALL IS AMITY
This year’s meeting should be a comparatively peaceful one, 
since there are no bufning issues to kindle tempers, at least none 
that are known right now.
Locally, the Orioles will be staging their Dominion Day 
Tournament again this centennial year, an annual event that is 
. rapidly gaming a position on many calendars as a “must”. Last 
~ year, the club had to turn down entries, and this year it is prob- 
“ able they will have to be even more selective in accepting clubs. 
The Orioles will also be attending the Quesnel tourney, de­
fending the championship they have won twice in a row over 
the Labor Day weekend.
Should everything in the league continue on the amiable 
basis of last year's operation, this may be a banner year for the 
! league as well as the province. t
K ELO W N A  TEA M S  W IN 'E M  A L L  
IN PREVIEW  O F HOCKEY W EEK
Kelowna hockey clubs haven’t lost a game yet this 
week, on the minor or senior level,’ a fitting preview to. 
“Young Canada Hockey Week”, which starts tomorrow.
Last night the juveniles beat the visiting Vernon club, 
6-5, and the midgets travelled to Vernon for a tie game, 
6*6. (See details of game tomorrow.)
Exhibition hockey is planned for next Friday night, to 
climax the week slated to encourage young Canadians to 
play their national winter sport.
and Ends, 
Love em
By BILL MACDOUGALL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Boston Bruins, collecting odds 
and ends from other National 
Hockey League clubs during the 
last couple of years, have pasted 
together a production line that so 
far this season has scored more 
than a third of the team's goals.
Bronco Horvath, Vic Stasluk 
and Johnny Bucyk each scored a 
goal Thursday night as Bruins 
edged Chicago Black Hawka 4-3 
in the only NHL game scheduled. 
The three are all graduates of 
Edmonton Flyers of the Western 
Hockey League.
The victory, Bruins' first at 
home since Christmas night, en­
abled them to take over sole pos­
session of fourth place with 41 
points, two behind Detroit Red 
Wings and two ahead of Toronto 
Maple Leafs. Chicago remained 
in last place, three points behind 
Leafs.
BEST SEASON YET 
Stasiuk.i 28, is having his best 
season since he joined Boston two 
years ego. His record of 17 goals 
and 24 assists with the season 
just past the hallway mark has 
already eclipsed his last two sea­
son' 37 points and 40 pointy The 
previous two seasons he was a 
lack-lustre member of Red Wings 
and the Flyers.
Also a Detroit castoff is the 22- 
year-old Bucyk. {liter l t t  seasons 
with Wings, in which he scored 
only 11 goals and assisted on 19, 
he's racked up 13 goals and 23 as­
sists in his first season at Bos­
ton,
Horvath, a centre who shone a 
few years, ago with Edmonton 
then.-slowed down considerably 
when he hit the NHL, ig back to 
form.
FOURTH IN LEAGUE
At 28, he is the club's top 
marksman with 19 goals and 28 
assists and fourth in the league 
scoring race. In 1954-55 he won 
the WHL scoring championship 
with 5 goals and 60 assists, but 
fizzled out the next season with 
New York -Rangers with a 12-17 
record. Last season he played 
eight games with Rangers and 
Montreal Canadiens.and notched 
only one goal and two assists.
The other Boston goal came 
from Don McKenney. Chicago 
marksmen w e r e  Eric Nes­
terenko, Glen Skov. and Dutch 
Reibel, also all picked up in 
trades In the last couple of years.
Bruins took a * first-period lead 
when Horvath stroked a rebound 
past Chicago’ goalie Glenn Hall, 
Nesterenko tied it up with only 
seconds left in the period. 
Bucyk made it 2-1 on a perfect 
pass from Stasiuk. He beat Hall 
on a low-angle shot into the far 
corner from 25 feet out. McKen­
ney added his before Skov tight­
ened it up to 3-2 at the end Of 
the second. ,*
Stasiuk took a pass from 
Bucyk and flipped the puck over 
Hall’s shoulder before Reibel 
scored the last goal at 17:13 of 
the finale.
Hall was tops in the Chicago 
nets, making 43 stops to Harry 
Lirniley’i  19.
The Kamloops Chiefs will have 
all-star net-minder Jim  Shirley 
in the nets tonight when they in­
vade the Memorial Arena for 
the first of this weekend's two 
games against the Kelowna 
Packers. Game time is 8 p.ra.
This evening’s encounter will 
be the Packers' chance to jump 
back into top spot by knocking 
off the northerners, who will be 
seeking to pad their lead.
Coach Jack O'Reilly will still 
go with his line-up of Tuesday 
night, which had sufficient spark 
to break the slump the club were 
in. and knock off the Penticton 
Vees, 64.
OWNER'ANNOYED 
Owner Ken * McKenzie of the 
Chiefs displayed considerable 
annoyance in the Kamloops press 
lately, over the coaching situ-
atlon in the Hub City. Grant 
Warwick Is neither the unofficial 
nor the official coach, he stated 
flatly. He censored press, radio 
and TV for having staged an un­
authorized popularity poll to as­
certain the fans' choice of a coach 
and told the fans flatly they had 
no part in the operation of the 
hockey club.
He made no mention of wheth­
er Bob Dawes would be taking 
over coaching chores agsln, how­
ever, and signed his name to the 
letter, "Ken McKenzie, coach." 
so he will probably be guiding the 
destinies of the club tonight. 
DOUBLE SIGNIFICANCE
A win tonight for the P acker 
will have double significance, 
since tomorrow heralds the start 
of "Young Canada Hockey Week" 
and Orchard City ice clubs have­
n't dropped a game yet this week.
In the other game tonight, the 
Vernon Canucks may be crip-
14
Far O ff The Pace, Regals 
Love Beating The Warriors
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Saskatooh-St. Paul Regals are 
17 points behind pace - setting 
Winnipeg Warriors in the Prairie 
division of tho Western Hockey 
■League.
I You would never know It by 
tho way they play hockey against 
the Warriors.'
The thlrd-plhcc Regals seem to 
..take fiendish delight in bringing 
the division leaders down a peg,
■ Slalom Inventor 
Adds Precaution
MUERREN, Switzerland (API 
' Sir Arnold Lunn, 69 - year - old 
^"grandfather of British skiing," 
has a new Invention which may 
take the doubt out of penalties 
In  tho slalom race he originated 
35 years ago, '
fn  slalom races skiers have to 
.pass through "gates" formed by 
. wooden poles set upright in a zlg- 
1 *xag pattern on a steep slope.
2 Sir Arnold’s new "sensitive 
alalom poles'* are fitted with a 
cup at the top. and in each cup 
I s  a tennis ball. A skier who 
Vtmoves the pole so the hall is dis­
lodged, automatically receives a 
five-second penalty.
1 Eastern Puck Loops
■ Plan Game Exchange
-PHILADELPHIA fAP) -  Hie 
lx Eastern Hockey League dub  
»rs today ratified a  plan to 




teams next s e a s o n  with the 
games counting in league stand-
■lings, . . . . .
1IIL club owners have not yet 
.acted oh It, They1 will .meet Feb, 
II,
as they did Thursday night to the 
tune of 64 at Saskatoon. Of the 
last five games which the two 
teams have, played against each 
other Saskntoon-St. Paul has won 
three.
The Thursday victory moved 
the Regals three points ahead of 
last-place C^gary and within 11 
of, second-place Edmonton Fly' 
ers, who in turn' trail Winnipeg 
by six points. The game was the 
only one of the night.
Tonight New Westminster Is at 
Seattle and Edmonton continues 
its four-game tour of the coast 
with a date In Vancouver.
Doug Bentley, playing his first 
organized hockey game in two 
winters, scored two assists for 
tho Regals, both on goals by Lea 
Colwill.
Saskatoon marksmen in addi­
tion to Colwill were Reg Pr 
menu, with two, Lyle Willey ant 
Bob Kobe!. For Winnipeg Frank 
Arnett, Howie Glover, Earl In- 
garflcld and Art Stratton scored 
Winnipeg drew first blood when 
Arnett’s shot caromed off, Lucicn 
Dcchene’s pads and dropped Into 
tho net, Colwill tallied twice in 
little more than three minutes 
however, to give Saskatoon a 2-1 
lend before the end of tho first 
A Wlnnppcg defender knocked 
the puck into his own ntft early 
Jit the middle period to give Sas­
katoon n two-goal lead. Willey 
got credit. ■
A clever three-way passing 
ploy by Prlmcau. Willey and B1U 
Bucyk was responsible for tho 
next Regal gool, Prlmenu pulling 
tho trigger. Prlmenu connected 
again’to give Saskatoon a four- 
goal bulge.
Glover, Jngorfield and Stratton 
tolled for the Warriors In the 
final period, with Kabct adding 
one for Saskatoon. 1
, Warriors pulled goalie Ray 
Mikulnn at 19-21 but the strategy 
failed.
S/O O tti-
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
pled hy a three-gamo suspension 
banded out to coach George Agar.1 
according.to a report received 
yesterday. The suspension Is be­
lieved to have been the result of 
a "discussion" between Agar and 
referee Gordon Hamilton over 
the last-minute penalty to Odie 
Lowe in their Tuesday night 
meeting with the Chiefs. The 
penalty, at 19:27, cost the Can­
ucks the game.
Both games tonight should be 
big ones, as all four clubs are to 
the stretch drive, with* three 
weeks of hockey left to league 
play. ,
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IN  LIN E-U P SHUFFLE
In a move to change the 
Packers losing streak into a 
winning one, coach Jack O’­
Reilly p u t  veteran centre 
smoothie Ray Powell, seen 
above, in between Jim Middle- 
ton and Brian Roche. Joe 
Kaiser, former pivot on the
line,-looked better than he has 
done in several games, work-v| the Same, 
ing between Mike Durban and 
Moe Young. O’Reilly will use 
the same line-up tonight against 
the Chiefs, at 8 p.m.
Oilers Chalk Up Victory 
Over Oroville Quintette
Another victory was chalked 
up hy Hank Tostenson’s well-oil­
ed, machine last night in the high 
school gym.
Kelowna’s B.A. Oilers came 
through from behind to beat the 
Oroville Rexalls, 67-61, in their 
exhibition clash with the senior 
"A" club from the U.S.
The Oilers, after trailing for 
37 minutes of the game, pulled 
up abreast of the Rexalls on a 
driving lay-up by Bill Martino, 
high score man lo r the night with 
24. A long shot by Martino and 
a jump shot by Pete Bulatovitch 
put the Oilers ahead, and an ex­
change of baskets set the final 
score at 67-61 for the locals. 
GAME DELAYED 
(‘Swede" Neilson paced the 
southern club with an 18-point 
effort, as the Oilers didn’t exer­
cise their usual tight control of 
the backboards, Fourney, with 14 
and Clark with 12, were the other 
Rexalls scorers.
The game was delayed «for an 
hour when the U.S. club had car 
trouble, but the fans who stayer 
the game saw one of 
tter games of the season. 
l i  with six men, the Rex- 
alls jumped to an early, 6-0 lead 
and never looked back during 
the first half, which ended at 36- 
27 for them 
The Tostenson quintette start­
ed to mesh in the second half, 
sparked by long jump-shots by 
Martino and Bob Radies, who put 
forth a great two-way effort, 
especially in the late stages of
■t
. BILL MARTINO 
, . . Faces Oilers
(Courier staff photo)
Young Skaters 
Competing A t 
Ottawa Today
By JACK VAN DUBEN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—Seven young 
skaters compete today In the 
first round of the junior men’s 
singles at the Canadian figure 
skating championships.
Most of the second day of the 
championships a t the Minto Skat- 
: ng Club will be taken up by the 
unlors twisting thrpugh the in­
tricate designs of the school flg< 
ures In the first half of the title 
hunt.
The second half—the free fig­
ures—will be run off tonight as 
six titles are decided on the 
green ice of the historic club 
founded in 1902 by a former gov­
ernor-general, the Earl of Minto.
The other championships to be 
decided tonight are the junior 
ladies’ singles, the Junior pairs 
and dance titles and the senior 
wnltz and 10-step.
LEADERS IN PAIRS 
Toronto pair Bill McLachlan 
and Geraldine Fenton placed 
first in the elimination rounds of 
the waltz and 10-step champion 
ships.
Hugh E, Smith and Beverley 
Jo-Anno Orr, also of Toronto, 
plnccd second in both events.
Brother and sister Mirek anc 
Svata Staroba, another Toronto 
pair, gained first spot in the 
elimination round of thq , junior 
dan<;e with 69.8 points. Becond 
were Edward Collins ana Jill 
Frodshnm of Toronto. \
Fivo Judges and a referee 
watched closely as the skaters 
went through the dance patterns 
some of which have as many as 
28 steps.
Four couples go Into the finals 
of each pairs event tonight
Into
Leos Name New 
Eastern Scout
VANCOUVER (CP) t-  British 
Columbia Lions of the Canadian 
Football* League, westorn di­
vision, announced Wednesday the 
appointment of Ernie Church- 
house of llnrpilton as club scout 
to Hamilton and Niagara Pen­
insula, 2
Churchhouse has been in foot 
ball for more than 30. years.
REGINA (OP) — George Ter- 
lep, backfleld coach with the 
Grey Cup champion Hamilton 
Tiger • Cats last season, has 
signed a two-year contract as 
head coach of Saskatchewan 
Roughriders of the Western In- 
terprovlncial Football Union, it 
was announced today by presi­
dent Sam Taylor of the Rough- 
riders. h •
Terlep replaces Fradk Filchok 
released last fall after the Riders 
finished in last place, Terlep was 
chosen from about 20 applicants. 
The 35-year-old Terlep is a 
former quarterback and ha* been 
coaching since T949.
"I always wanted to be a head 
coach," lie said, “and I think 
this ; is a real good challenge." 
HIRE OWN ASSISTANTS 
No comment was mado by the 
Rider executive on the status of 
Jack Russell, assistant coach last 
year, who had also applied for 
the head coaching Job. The ex­
ecutive has left it to Terlep to 
hire his own assistant or assist­
ants, in accordance with what the 
budget will stand.
"If a third man is necessary 
and the budget will stand It, we 
mny hire him," Tnylor snld.
Tcrlop snld he has "n couple” 
of persons in mind for tho assist­
ant coaching position.
LIVE IN REGINA 
Married and the father of three 
children—two boys and n girl— 
Terlep said he will move his fam­
ily from Elkhart, Indiana .after 
tho school term ends in Juno. He 
will llye here the year round, 
Tcrlcp’s two-year tenure stnrts 
today, and runs out in Decem­
ber, 1959, Tnylor snld.
The new head conch will go on 
a player recruiting trip shortly. 
Terlep started his football as 
tailback for Elkhart •'High 
School. In 1043 and 1944 he quar­
terbacked tho University of Notre 
Dame under Frank Leahy, He 
turned profcsslonnl.wlth tho Buf­
falo Bill* of the oral All-America 
Conference in 1948.
His c o a c h i n g  experience 
started in 1949 at the University 
of South Carolina where he was 
backfleld conch. ■ He took up the 
same job id succeeding years a<; 
Vanderbilt University, Marquette 
University, the University of 




season and was credited with a 
major role in moulding them into 
Grey Cup champions. ,
T
H O C K EY SCORES
Non-Stop Bowler 
Sets N e w  Record
HANFORD, Calif. (AP)-High- 
way patrolman Paul Cleveland 
nursed a bloody thumb today and 
what he claims is a world non­
stop bowling record—550 games 
in 87 hours 35 minutes.
"I tried to make the record 
as tough as possible to beat," 
said the weary 39-year-old, police 
officer when he ended his mar­
athon at 1:35 n.m.
Cleveland, who knocked down 
89,284 pins for an hverage of 162 
a game, said a high school girls 
rooting section kept him going 
|the last two hours when "I was 
getting too stiff to knock down 
|very many pins."
..... ■■■—..V,m..........................
Frank Fritz, Princeton base­
ball and baskketball player, has 
joined the roster of * the Oilers, 
and will help fill the gap left 
when Chuck Dean left for the 
coast. The stocky athlete will be 
a definite asset to the chib.
In the preliminary, the high 
school team, paced by Ray Be­
dell’s 18-point effort, beat the 
senior "C" club, 49-32.
SCORING
Oroville: Robinson 6; Neilson 
8; Fourney 14; Haney 4; Clark 
12; Palmer 7. r 
Kelowna: Radies 12; Martino 
24; Englesby 2; Dean 6; Yoiing 
4; Bulatovitch 8; Fritz 4; Tos­
tenson; Roth 7; Butcher.
Top Jocks O u t, 
Horse Players' 
Hazards Higher
ARCADIA. CaUf. (AP)’ -  The 
guy who bet hL $2 on the jockey 
instead of the horse is having a 
rough time 4f it at Santa Anita 
these days
There was a time when he 
could let hts dough ride along 
with top riders like Eddie. Ar- 
caro or Willie Shoemaker and 
feel his chances were pretty 
good.
But today, Arcaro, Shoemaker, 
Johnny Longden, Ralph Neves 
and several other dependable 
little guys aren’t around.
Seven jocks are sitting out in­
juries and suspensions ..at Santa 
Anita.
Shoemaker, was set down for 
five days and won’t be around 
again until next Tuesday.
HAS TWISTED KNEE 
Arcaro has had a twisted knee 
for 10 days and won’t ride for 
another week.
Longden’s fractured leg won’t 
be sound for riding for another 
fortnight.
And Ralph Neves was grounded 
Thursday tor his ride on Old 
Pueblo, winner of Wednesday’s 
San Vincente handicap.
Where to turn?
Not to Ismael Valenzuela, un­
der 30 days’ suspension for a traf­
fic ‘violation. Nor tq Alex Maese, 
who has been sitting out both a 
suspension and an injury suffered 
in a fall .on the track. Nor to 
Tony ‘ Dominquez, grounded for 
five days beginning Sunday.
If things get any worse a fellow 
may have to ride ’em himself.
T H U R S D A Y 'S  FIGHTS
W hitby Turns Down 
Mayor's Trip Tab
WHITBY, Ont.' (CP)-Council 
Wednesday night voted* against 
sending Mayor . Harry Jermyn to 
the world hockey tournament in 
Oslo next month where Whitby 
Dunlops will represent Canada.
Council was told Reeve Ken­
neth Lee will be attending the 
tournament at his own expense 
and will be the town’s repre­
sentative.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NATIONAL LEAGUE |
Chicago 3 Boston 4
EXHIBITION 
Whitby 8 Sautt 4
QUEBEC LEAGUE 




Guelph 4 Hamilton 6 
Barrie 4 Peterborough 4 
THUNDER BAY JUNIOR 
Port Arthur 6 Fort William 
Hurricanes 3 <
SASKATCHEWAN JUNIOR 
Flin Flon 6 Melville 0 
Prince Albert s  Estevan 4 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Winnipeg 4 Sask. - St. Paul 6
Sugar Ray The Underdog 









CHICAGO (AP) -  Sugar Ray 
Robinson' Is unimpressed that he 
is an early 7-to-5, underdog for 
his March 25 middleweight en­
core with champion Carmen Ba- 
sillo at Chicago Stadium.
"I think I’ve been the under­
dog ever since I started making 
comebacks,” he said. "Maybe 
once I wasn’t—that was against 
Tiger Jones, and, wowt did that 
guv give me a licking. But I like 
being the underdog. It takes tho 
STANDINGS Ipressure off."
OSI1L The Jones pounding was the
W L T F A Pts only time Robinson has lost in
25 17 1 203 192 51 Chicago Stadium. He won the
24 17 2 101 157 50 160-pound title there from Jake
21 21 1 185 200 43 Lamottn in., 1951 and twice re-
13 28 2 184 214 28 gained it In the same ring.
"I like the officiating in Chi 
cago very much," he snld Thurs 
0 150 120 44 day in an interview following 
0 130 131 38 formal contract signing ccrc- 
0 146 158 34 monies. " I haVe no beefs about 














split 15-round decision Sept, 23 
t Yankee Stadium, New York. 
Jim Norris, president of the 
International Boxing Club, pre­
dicted a record indoor gross gate 
of. 5500,000 and 19,000- attend 
ance. The record is 9422,918 set 
at Chicago Stadium for the Tony 
Zale-Rocky Grazinno scrap July 
16, 1947. It drew 18,547 fans.
Contracts filed with tho Illinois 
athletic commission do not spe 
clfy a return match but it wub 
understood Robinson ond Basillo 
have a mutual understanding. If 
Robinson wins, a rematch will 
be in the making for June in Now 
York.
CAN AVERT A








Cheek wheel balance and 
alignment; tire treads.
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Seeks M ajor Berth
Baltim ore! (a p ) — Veteran'
Art Heutteman has signed to try 
to make the pitching grade this 
season with tho Baltimore Ori­
oles, ■ ■ ■ s
For Houtteman,' It represents 
an bffort to stick in the. majors 
in which he first appeared In 1945 
with Detroit. The 30-ycnr-oId 
righthander from Birmingham, 
Mich., spent almost all of last 
Season with Vancouver Mountles 
after the Orioles bought him from 
last Cleveland.
like it here especially.'
BasiUo couldn't be as enthus 
iastlc. Ho lost his welterweight 
I crown two years ago to Johnny 
Saxton In n controversial de­
cision at Chicago Stadium. Ho 
also lost there to Chuck Davey 
and Billy Graham.
BA8ILIO CONFIDENT
'I expect to hove a change of 
, luck this time," he said. "If I 
\  fight thp samfe kind of fight I did 
1 last time, I should win again." 
Basilic took Robinson’s title on
S I E G S ;
S E R V IC E
Service is 
O a r  Business
542 BERNARD  AVE.
IN D U S TR IA L
FIRST A ID  CLASSES
K E LO W N A  SEN IO R  H IG H  SCHOOL
R e g i s t e r
M o n .
8 : 0 0 p.m.
Sponsored by
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
' , .. V  ’ ■
4
.By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Los Angeles—Paule Armstead. 
131, Los Angeles, outpointed Kid 
Anahuac, 129, Mexico, 10.
Liverpool, England — Hogan 
(Kid) Bassey, 128, Nigeria, out­
pointed Pierre Cossemyns, 128, 
Belgium, 10 (non-title).
A cairn marking the first do­
minion land survey monument 






By AL MABKLE 
Canadian Tress Staff Writer
VICTORIA (CP)-There were 
few surpriief contained In the 
speech from the throne delivered 
at the opening of the second ses* 
sion of the 23th B.C. legislature 
Thursday
The speech, read liy-, Lieut.- 
Gov. F r a n k  M. Ross, out­
lines government accomplish' 
m enu during the last year and 
reviews its policies and intent tor 
the coming session. The speech 
was about 2.000 words long.
Except In one or two cases <t 
m e r e l y  confirmed speculation 
concerning major legislation to 
be introduced during the session 
The speech said that the 800- 
page forestry report rumnlled by 
former ch'ef Justice Gordon Sloan 
will be laid before the House and 
that “ legislation will be intro­
duced to implement certain rec 
ommendations of this report . . .’ 
Mr. Sloan, now forestry ad­
viser .to the government, dealt in 
his report with such subjects as 
the term of forest management 
licences, gi anting or existing ap­
plications for licences, discourag­
ing applications for the next five 
years, and many other matters 
related to R.C.’s largest industry.
The govcrnmei * expects to re­
ceive the eog'nr* ring study con­
cerning power development ■'t 
the Columbia b'ver sometime 
this year, the r.'cech said.
It also said that during the iast 
fiscal year ih government spent’ 
S80.000.000 on the highway sys' 
tern, excluding money spent by 
the Toll Bridges Authority, and 
appeared to chide the- federal 
government for contributing only 
57,385,000 on the Trans-Canada 
Highway. ,
SUPERANNUATIONS 
Legislation enabling a better 
superannuation allowance f o r  
municipal employees will be in­
troduced this year.
Certain amendments will be 
made to the Public Services Med­
ical Plan Act, providing medical 
insurance tor 12,000 government 
employees. |
The speech said nothing about 
reports that the borrowing pow­
ers pf both the provincial^ 
owned Pacific Great Eastern 
Railway and the B.C. Power 
Commission will be increased.
It said that despite an in­
creased income of about $10,000, 
000 in the farm cash Income, “ the 
problems facing poultry and fruit 
producers, particularly, continue 
to occupy the attention of the 
department of agriculture.'’
It promised that the Municipal 
Act, rushed through the last ses­
sion, “will be reopened . . . in 
order to- make such amendments 
to it as the experience of the 
past year has indicated.” 
Reorganization of the jail serv­
ice of the province will be under­
taken this year.
Plans to offer assistance to 
cities and municipalities will be 
submitted to the legislature, and 
members will be asked to ap­
prove increased provision for vo­
cational and apprenticeship edu­
cation.
Further assistance to munlcl-
Debate
building which was constructed 
to house the Legislative Assembly 
of Vancouver Island.
‘ y, :'vV .*•: VV '  ‘ ‘ »




palities was one of the major 
items in last year’s Throne 
Speech, also.
The Public Schools'Act will be 
revised and submitted to the leg 
islature.
The Speech said in part:
“Since last you met, the pro­
vince has lost an outstanding 
public man through the death 
of the Honorable William Ralph 
Talbot Chetwynd, minister of ag­
riculture, who in the past served 
as minister of trade and industry, 
minister of fisheries, and minister 
, of railways. Mr, Chetwynd will 
be long remembered for his un­
tiring devotion towards the dc
16pi
particularly in connection with
velo ment of British Columbia,
the Pacific Great Eastern Rail­
way.
“ During the past year the pro­
vince has also suffered severe 
loss in the death of the late prdm 
ier, the Honorable John Hart, 
whose passing was deeply mourn­
ed by all our people. His unsel 
fish public service and high per­
sonal character will long be an 
inspiration to the people of Brit 
Ish Columbia.
"It has been my pleasure to 
appoint two new ministers of the 
crown—the Honorable Earle C. 
Westwood to the newly-created 
department of recreation and 
conservation, and the Honorable 
Newton P. Steacy, minister of ag­
riculture. The Honorable Robert 
W. Bonner has been appointed 
minister of industrial develop­
ment, Trade and commerce,
"I, am advised by my govern­
ment that three new members 
have been elected to the legis­
lature, and I take this opportun­
ity of congratulating Mr, Gordon 
L. Gibson, Mr, Wiliam C. Spcarq, 
and Mr, Cedric Cox upon their 
being chosen as representatives 
of the Delta, Cariboo, and Burn­
aby constituencies respectively.
“1 attended the opening of the 
House of Commons in Ottawa by 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, 
and I am pleased that my prime 
minister was able to represent 
my government at the time.
“My government and the Pac­
ific Great Eastern Railway, im­
mediately upon the destruction 
of the Peace River Bridge, of­
fered the temporary services of 
the Pacific Great Eastern Rail 
way bridge to the national, gov­
ernment to keep the services of 
the Alaska Highway opened.
“The minister of industrial de­
velopment, trade and commerce, 
together with his deputy minister 
and two representative British 
Columbians, visited the United 
Kingdom and six countries- of 
Europe—France, Belgium. Hol­
land, Italy, Austria and Ger­
many—during a six-week, period 
last autumn. The objects of the 
trip were to encourage capital in­
vestment, stimulate trade, and 
generally to focus European at­
tention upon British Columbia. 
TIGHT MONEY 
“My government is cognizant 
of the remaining effect tight 
money is having, in business and 
the employment of our people.
"My government will, on their 
own, and in co-operation with 
the national and municipal gov­
ernments, do everything possible 
to increase employment and to 
assist those who. through rea­
sons beyond their control, can­
not find employment.
"Last November a conference 
between the national government 
and the government of the-ten 
provinces of Canada took place 
in Ottawa, at which my govern­
ment urged a number of courses 
upon the national government, 
aimed at a more equitable dis­
tribution of the revenues derived 
by the national government from 
the fields of personal and corpor­
ate income taxes end successon 
duties, the promotion of a nation­
al development program, the 
implementation of public health 
services, and the acceptance by 
the national government of great­
er responsiblity for technical and 
university education in Canada.
“Since the conclusion of the 
conference, arrangements have 
been made providing for parti­
cipation by the national govern­
ment with my government in the 
building of forest access roads 
and improving park facilities 
within the province, thus provid­
ing additional work during the 
winter months.
"My government has also an­
nounced its willingness to parti­
cipate in a national-hospitaliza­
tion program with the national 
governmeht.
’My government entered into 
an agreement with the govern­
ment of Canada to increase' pay- 
mertts~by '59 to our senior citi­
zens under the “old age assist­
ance Act” , to be shared equally 
by each government.
“An agreement in principle to 
provide for the completion of the 
Cassiar-Stewart Road has been 
reached between my government 
and the national government 
GAS DEVELOPMENT 
"Petroleum and natural gas 
development in the province has 
continued at an accelerated pace.
“The completion of the West- 
coast Transmission pipe-line 
bringing natural gas frdm the 
Peace River to the markets df 
the interior and coastal areas, 
Is in turn stimulating industrial 
activity in many, areas of the 
province.
“It is with happpy anticipa­
tion that we look forward to ex 
tending a warm welcome to her 
Royal Highness Princess Marg­
aret, who hak so graciously ac­
cepted my government’s invi­
tation to participate in British 
Columbia’s Centennial celebra 
tlons. -
“British Columbia’s centennial 
celebrations, commemorating the 
founding of the mainland colony 
of British Columbia on Novem­
ber 19, 1858, have commenced 
throughout the province.
“It was in 1858 that word of 
the discovery of gold on the 
banks of the Fraser River be­
came public., The resulting gold- 
rush transformed the whole ro- 
glon west of the Rocky Moun­
tains. In consequence, Her Maj 
csfy Queen Victoria gave royal 
assent to an iwpof the imperial 
parliament instituting govern­
ment in a portion of her posses­
sions on tho mainland, to which 
was given the name British Col 
umbin. 1
"My government is pleased to 
report that long neglected devel­
opment surveys in the northern 
areas of the province being car­
ried out in the Rocky Mountain 
Trench area have proceeded 
more rapidly than anticipated. 
Power possibilities now bqing 
actively explored give promise 
q( u tremendous potential.
The British Columbia Power 
Commission has hod the busiest 
year since it was formed. Capi­
tal expenditure amounted to $50,- 
000,000 during this fiscal year 
ending March 31, 1958."
SLOAN REPORT \
“My government received the 
report of chief justice Gordon 
McG. Sionn. tho royal commis­
sioner appointed to investigate 
matters affecting. the forest rc-
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A B S O R B IN G  Q UESTIONS
Scholars Ponder 
Racial Relations
THE DAILY COURIER 
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By ALAN HARVEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
M O R E A N D  BIGGER FREIGHTERS FO R  G R EA T LAKES
One of several ships being 
built at Collingwood, Ont., the 
500-foot lake freighter Fort
York slides down the ways. 
Other large freighters are on 
order, one of them a record
715-footer, to handle the ex­
panding great lakes traffic.
"Mr. Justice Lord has con­
tinued his investigation of Douk- 
hobor lands.
"My government, based on re­
commendations in his interim re­
port, has had all former Doukho- 
bor-owned ' lands surveyed, as­
sessed, and offered for sale to 
Doukhobors.
"Dean MacPhee, royal com­
missioner on the tree-fruit in­
dustry, is proceeding in carry­
ing out his terms of reference.
"A royal commission has been 
appointed to inquire into, assess, 
and report upon certain aspects
Chalk River Atomic Plant Wins 
First Place In Fire Prevention
BOSTON. Mass. (CP)—Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited at 
Chalk River, Ont., placed first 
among 102 entries in the govern­
ment division of last year’s Can- 
ada-U.S. fire prevention contest.
Three Canadian entries were in 
the top 10 in the government di-
of the provincial educational sy* v i s i o n .  Shaughnessy Veterans
stem up to university level.
"Soil surveys of the Columbia 
River Basin, undertaken for the 
International Joint Commission, 
lave now*- been completed.
POWER STUDIES 
"My government expects to re­
ceive the Crippen-Wright Engin­
eering Study concerning power 
development on the Columbia 
River during the coming yqar.
The Capital City Improvement 
District Commission continues 
progessivcly to extend a program 
to beautify the capital city and 
district.
During the last fiscal year 
over $80,000,000 was spent on our 
highway system. This- large 
amount, which is double the 
amount spent in any previous 
year, does not include • the mil­
lions of dollars spent by the Toll 
Bridges Authority. Of this $80,- 
000,000, only $7,385,000 was con­
tributed by the national govern­
ment on the Trans-Canada High­
way.
"Last year the Upper Levels 
Highway from Horspshoe Bay 
through West Vancouver was 
completed; the Princeton-Kam- 
loops Highway was completed, 
and the Kitimat-Terrace Highway 
was opened. A start has been 
made on the final route of the 
Northern Trans-Provincial High­
way between Prince George and 
McBride, and work is proceed­
ing on all other main highways 
—the Southern Trans-Provincial, 
the Kootenay-Columbia, the North 
Thompson, the Alberni-Toflno, 
the Cariboo, the Elko-Roosvllle, 
and the Squamish Highway. 
FERRIES, BRIDGES 
"Ferry service in the British 
Columbia highway system has 
been improved this year and 
landings for the Alblon-Langley 
forry. The construction of land­
ings at Moyne Island and Gall- 
ano Island is well under way.
"During tho pust year the 
bridges at Nelson, Pitt River, 
Harrison River, the Oak Street 
bridge system were opened. 
"The Oak Street bridge and
Quebec province, for the partici-
Hospital in Vancouver was fourth, 
Queen Mary Veterans Hospital in 
Montreal seventh and Deer Lodge 
Veterans Hospital in St. James, 
Man., 10th.
Ottawa ranked first among 588 
Canadian communities in the 
municipal fire prevention compe­
tition, with Vancouver second and 
Kitchener, Ont., third. Phoenix, 
Ariz., won the similar U.S. com­
petition.
RCAF station, Greenwood, N.S., 
won the grand award in a spe­
cial competition for the Canadian 
defence department.
' Entrants compete on the basis 
of year-round fire prevention ac 
tivities.
SPECIAL RECOGNITION
The association gave special 
recognition to three Canadian ad­
ministrative units for work in 
1957: the federal works depart­
ment, for a special report on ad­
ministration of fire prevention 
activities; Halton County, Ont., 
for outstanding county-sponsored 
fire prevention programs; and!
pation of its communities in fire 
prevention activities—its total of 
307 communities was the highest 
of all states and provinces. ,
Ranking of top Canadian com­
munities:
1. Ottawa; 2. .Vancouver; 3. 
Kitchener; 4. Granby, Que.; 5. 
Arvida, Que.; 6. Calgary; 7. Port 
Alfred. Que.; 8, Hamilton; 9. St. 
Catharines, Ont.; 10. Hull, Que.;
11. Regina; 12. Brantford,''Ont.;
13. Ocean Falls, B.C.; 14. Schu­
macher, Ont.; 15. Tadanac, B.C.:
16. Montmagny, Que.; 17. Swift 
Current* Sask.; 18. Guelph, Ont.;
19. North Kamloops, B.C.;' 20. 
Bonnyville,. Alta.; 21. Noranda,
Que.; 22. Edmonton; 23. Welland,
Ont.; 24. Naudville, Que.; 25. Mal- 
artic, Que.; 26. North Battieford,
Sask.; 27. Gatineau Point, Que.;
28. Peace River, Alta.; 29. Len- 
noxville, Que.; 30. Cobourg, Ont.
Kitchener led cities of-popula­
tion between 25,000 and 100,000; 
Arvida led in the^LO,000-25,000 
range; Port Alfred in 5jR)W0;000:
Ocean Falls in 2,500-5,000; and yika. 
Tadanac in places under 2,500.
LONDON (CP)—The 
of race relations absorbs increas­
ing attention among students of 
foreign affairs.
In the island paradise of the 
Bahamas, in awakening Asia and 
in many, parts of Africa, differ­
ences in pigmentation and the an­
tagonisms they arouse lie at the 
heart of recent tensions.
These conflicts usually result In 
cold-war triumps for the Rus­
sians. Communist success in glv 
ing outwardly convincing demon­
strations of belief in racial equal­
ity e n h a n c e s  their reputation 
among the unco,mmltted coun­
tries.
A symptom of Asian sensitivity 
is seen vividly in a sign on a 
hotel inN India: “Dogs and South 
Africans not allowed."
GROWING REVOLT
After a tour of color-conscious 
communities, British philosopher 
Bertrand Russell once exclaimed 
in despair: “ If only they would 
remember the R u s s i a n s  are 
white, too!"
In Southern Rhodesia, the res­
ignation of four cabinet ministers 
from the United Federal party 
led by Premier Garfield Todd. 
49-year-old former missionary, is 
seen as a protest against Todd’s 
advanced” ideas on treatment 
of the non-white community.
Southern Rhodesia is part of 
the Central African Federation 
and dedicated dn principle to ra­
cial partnership. In this wider 
context, the resignations are re­
garded as symptomatic of a grow­
ing European revoltcagalnst non­
white advancement. .
In London, independent com­
ment is uncompromising. The 
Times says “vigorous further­
ance” of African advance is the 
cornerstone of federation, ahd it 
would be "disastrous” to threaten 
it.
“SETTLER POLITICS”
The Spectator, a weekly mag­
azine, says the lesson is that 
leaders cannot go faster than 
public opinion in Southern Rhode­
sia, where the electorate now 
numbers some 53,000 Europeans 
compared with about 1,000 Af­
ricans a n d  a few thousand 
Asians. This public opinion, it 
adds, can "more rightly be called 
public prejudice.” 
Liberal-intellectual commenta­
tors take an even stronger line 
on the split in Rhodesia. They 
are also-perturbed at what they 
call a growing trend toward “set- 
tier politics’’ In such territories 
a s ' Kenya, Uganda and Tangan-
had the temerity to try to buck 
the buccaneers was the Duke of 
Windsor during the war," says 
The Observer. "And he didn’t 
succeed."
Discussions of race problems 
Invariably trace back to South 
vidson, a left-wing journalist and'Africa, where experienced ob- 
student of Africa, has been rc-jservers foresee only ultimate 
question f’ised a visitor’s permit for a!tragedy, lain Lang, foreign editor 
visit to British East Africanjof.The Sunday Times, a Conserv- 
territories. David,
tour w as , sponsored by Labor which he speaks of tho white 
members of Parliament and nojcommunitv living on a -plateau 
reason has been given for de- 0f pUvilege " 
daring him a "prohibited im-; Lnng sympathizes with the dif- 
nugrant. , | ficultios of the government Na*
APPOINTMENT HIT [tionalist party, but clearly feels
Another matter criticized by,8^ h d d  is no solution, 
left-wihg opinion has been the; ,Plir'nK the past 30 years or 
B r i t i s h  government’s appoint-’f” ' ^ang writes, I have seen 
ment of Richard Turnbull as gov- 
ernor of Tanganyika. The N«;w 
Statesman, a weekly publication,
says Turnbull, defence minister . . . .  , . . ,
in Kenya during the Mau Maul110™** settlement in Shanghai aa 
rebellion, is unpopular with both I ̂  ! as In Netherlands East 
Africans and European liberals Kenya as well a t m
racial discrimination at work in 
many parts of the world—in In­
dia . . .  ns well as in the south­
ern United States, in the interna-
in Kenya. It calls the 
ment a “stupid” one.
Race relations are also said to j 
be the root cause of disturbances- 
in the Bahamas, leading to a; 
general strike which has cur-‘ 
tailed facilities and frightened 
off Canadian and United States 
tourists.
The Observer, an independent 
paper published in London, says 
the dispute arose originally from 
the granting to a white-owned bus 
company of an exclusive fran­
chise for services between Nas­
sau and the airport.
DUKE ALSO TRIED
The paper says political control 
in the colony is In the hands of 
a group of wealthy merchants, 
known to the Negroes as the 
“Bay Street buccaneers."
“The only governor who ever
a n o in t . ,S ° u th  A frica—and m y reaction  to










Child Care and 
Polio Fund 
Drive.
They note yidly that Basil Da-
0ELKIRK REMEMBER
Pvincc was pleased to act as host
"During the past ycar\thc pro
to the Right Honorable the Earl 
of Selkirk, first lord of the ad 
miralty, and the Right Honor­
able Sir David Ecles, president 
of this board of trade and a min­
ister In the United Kingdom caht 
net.' , ! > '• -
“During the past year a great 
loss was . suffered through the 
destruction of government house 
by fire. Construction of a new 
Government House is now under
sources of British Columbia. 
This Important document will be 
laid before you* and it will long 
serve ns a reference and a guide- 
post to assist in’ forming govern­
ment policy on forestry matters, 
legislation will lie Introduced to 
implement certain recommen­
dations of this repoprt at this ses­
sion.
“One of tho outcomes of this 
inquiry has been that the honor­
able Gordon Sloan resigned ns 
chief JusRce to become the ad­
visor to my government on for­
est resourefs.
'i l ls  knowledge, fkill, and go,way and completion Is expected inn Kno l . Kiu mt en- 
this year, , ierxl ability wilt be available'lo
“ It i* abo regrettable to note give objective ftdvlrt- on prob- 
that fir* claimed th* original lent* affecting the industry.
Deas Island Tunnel are the be­
ginning o f' a proposed four-lane 
highway to the United States 
border at Blaine,
“Widening of the Loughced 
Highway through Burnaby from 
two lanes to four lanes is pro­
gressing rapidly. It is proposed 
to widen the present Trnns-Cnn 
ndo Highway from Pattullo 
Bridge to the King George VI 
Highway from four lanes to six 
lanes.
“Prdgrcs? on the construction 
of the Second Narrows Bridge is 
progressing according to plans, 
apd the Kelowna Bridge will be 
opened this year. '
“With the co-operation of-'mun­
icipalities, legislation involving 
n revision , of the “municipal 
Quperannuatioh act" will be sub­
mitted to you, Tills legislation 
wll) enable realistic and adequate 
superannuation allowances for 
municipal employees upon their 
retirement from municipal scr 
vl<?e.
"The 'Public Scmces Mcdtcn I 
Plan Act” was proclaimed in 
July, 1957, My government, is 
pleased that this legislation has 
been the means of providing in­
surance against medical expens­
es for some 12,090 government 
employees and pensioners; in tho 
light of experience, certain am­
endments to this, act have been 
found to b<r necessary unci will be 
submitted to you for approval.”
PRINCE JAILED
ALOn STAR. Malaya (Reuters) 
Prince Shlb, a half-brother 
Prince, Abdul Rahman, Mnlnynn 
I rime minister, is in jail here for 
breaking a court bond. Ho was 
sentenced W c d n e s d a y  to two 
months imprisonment for not 
keeping to a promise to stop 
bringing to town his pet monkey,
New 
Reported In 
U .K . Cabinet
LONDON (Reuters) — A new 
split was reported in Prime Min­
ister Macmillan’s government to­
day over Costs of Britain's wel­
fare program. ’
Newspaper reports of the new 
row nmong the Conservative min 
isters came as Parliament pre­
pared to open a debate on the 
economic situation today.
The Labor opposition has in­
troduced jo a government motion 
an amendment which asks tho 
House to declare it has no con­
fidence in the capacity of its min­
isters to pursue policies which 
will secure expanding production, 
full employment ar/i a stable 
pound. It is certain that tho 
amendment will be defeated.'
Overshadowing the debate is 
tho roc«nt resignation r-f lho 
chancellor of the c x c 1> e q u n r, 
Peter Thorn sycrbft, and two of 
jls junior ministers, Ihey quit 
in protest over n proposed in­
crease ot EKMM.OOc In govern­
ment spending tor the 1058-1J fi­
nancial year
Now a new row, political cor­
respondents report, has blown up 
over the same issue-government 
spending. The reports were de­
nied emphatically In government 
circles,
WHEN YOU SHOULD STOP 
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
Just a few  suggestions to the man who feels his business 




UNITED NATIONS, N-Y, (AP)i 
Tlie United -Nations nnnouncedl 
Wednesday night that Egypt Is 
releasing the crew of the Isrnell- 
fishing boat Doran, seized in the 
Mediterranean last Sept. 23, A 
UN spokesman said Egypt has so 
informed Secretary-General Dag 
Hammnrskjold, who had taken 
the, matter up with President 
Nasser during a Christmas-time; 
visit to Cairo.
man becomes a creature of habit so thoroughly he will certainly buy 
this year where he bought Inst y ca^ .. .
younger, fresher and spunkier concerns in your line cease starting* up 
and taking your customers away bv advertising . . .
population ceases to increase and no new folks want to live and work 
in your town . . .
you have convinced everyone who ever was or ever will lie in your 
store that they will now and forever get better buys from you . . .
business principles reverse themselves and the non-advertiser docs more 
business than the successful advertising merchant . . .
men stop making tremendous strides with well-planned newspaper 
advertising . . .
you can forget the words of wise merchants the world-over who attribute 
t^clr success to the use of Advertising . . .
you would rather have your own way, even if you fail, than follow advice 
and perhaps win success . . .  v
you want to be rid qf the (roubles ot waiting on customers and arc 
tired of making money . . .
P EO P LE D O  
R EA D  S M A LL 
A b s
TH E SUREST W A Y  TO  GROW  IN BUSINESS . . .  M A K E M O R E PROFIT 
. . .  IS T O  ADVERTISE CONSISTENTLY IN T H E  .  . .
• f




Courier Want Ads As Low As 2c a Word. Phone 4445
/̂  Births
J eNNETT — Welcomed into our 
n jd st is Master William James 
Bradford Bennett, who arrived at 
Kelowna General Hospital, weigh­
ing 6 lbs., 10 ozj., Tuesday, Jan­
uary 14. 1938, the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. William R .Bennett. 345 
Frances Street and a grandson 
for Premier and Mrs. W. A. C. 
Bennett o! Kelowna and Victoria, 
and also of Mr. and Mrs. P. G. 





The Kelowna Daily Courier 
has three new routes open 
for delivery, afternoonsWILSON — Kenneth William and .  __w ^  j  __________
' vl]liam Allan Wilson are happy ft «Phnn1 nnri cta turdavs to announce the arrival of their sc“ ° ° l a n a  « a tu ra a y s
baby brother in Kelowna General |in  these areas:
Hospital on Wednesday, Jan. 22,
1958, weighing 7 lbs., 3 oz. They | 
are the sons of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph W. Wilson.__________ 1251
£ Coming Events
T  .................................................
% C.C.F. PUBLIC MEETING
-Hear Claude Ellis. MP for 
^  Regina and 0. L. Jones
WOMEN’S INSTITUTE HALL 
Glenn Ave.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 29 
8 p.m.
■ _____________ 124, 125, 127
RUMMAGE SALE BY LADIES I 
o f Golf and Country Club. Safe- 
Way’s old store, March 1 at 
2 p.m. _________ 123, 1291
RUTLAND P.T.A. GOULASH sup- 
pfer and entertainment Saturday, 
February 15, 1958 at 6:30 p.m. in 
ool. Ti
FIVE BRIDGES 
REID S CORNER 
HATHAWAY STORE




K ELO W N A  
D A ILY  COURIER
tf
Property Wanted
SMALL ORCHARD WANTED by - 
individual purchaser with irri­
gation and good buildings, in­
cluding family residence. Buying 
through VLA. Phone 4585. 127
Property For Sale
Articles For Sale THE DAILY COURIER FRI., JAN. 24, IMS
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM 
home , furnace, 220 wiring, close 
to school and park. Excellent 
buy. Terms, monthly payment 
$39 including taxes and insur­
ance. Phone 4688. 128
HOME" WITH REVENUE. HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family. 
Phone 3104. .  tf
NICE PRICE PROPERTY HOME 
and means for substantial in­
come, spacious grounds, $30,000 
cash. Down payment $8,500. 
Contains owners accommodation, 
eight 2 room suites, each with 
luxury of private toilet and 
shower, space for additional 3 
or 4 rexjm suite. Apply 784 El­
liott Ave. If unable to contact, 
write. Th-129
Motels -  Hotels
t&e Rutland High Sch ckets n r r i r r  /~\ r n i /  T \ /n iP T  
*1.00. Can be purchased at Rut-| U r N L t  LL cK K -1 Y r  lO I 
land stores or from P.T.A. Mem­
bers.
; Business Personal
~ HOME REPAIRS AND 
ALTERATIONS
1' Specialising In Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding
m  Woman 20-45 Years
RED TOP AUTO c 6 u R T
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, plus Tele­
vision, 3-room individual cot­
tages. Front and rear entrances 
Private parking stalls. All utili­
ties supplied. Low weekly or 
monthly rates. 129
WINTER BARGAIN
Special offer of our custom- 
made wrought iron articles.
FOR YOUR STORE
Modern " show-window display 
tables in grought iron and glass, 
15.85 set of three.
FOR YOUR HOME
The best and the most modern, 
designed to add real charm to 
your home. Decorative African 
violet stands, for 3, 5 and 7 
pots. Fern stands and single 
flower stands in all sizes. Flower 
benches and tables custom 
made to match any size of your 
living-room window. Hand-forged 
inside railings and room dividers 
in “Swedish-Finish.” *
FOR YOUR LANDSCAPING
Ornamental flower boxes for 
paito, makes also a decorative, 
inexpensive porch railing, custom 
made to any length and very 
reasonable priced. Ornamental 
name markers only $2.85.
Just Phone 8956









Free delivery every afternoon 
except Sunday 
Phone 8720 or 4575
Pets And Supplies
GOLDEN LABRADORS, REG­
ISTERED C.K.C., 3 months old, 
male, female (spayed.if desired) 
$50 each. Tomby Kennels. • De­
Hart Road, Okanagan Mission.
127
GENERAL ELECTRIC REFRIG­
ERATOR $30. 967 Harvey Ave. 
Phone 3295. 129
J. R. STEVENS 
Phone 8717
F-S-tf
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Room No. 1 
453 Lawrence Avenue 
Phone 3903
R.R. No. 3, Vernon, B.C.
__________________________1471
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405)
129|
WATCH REPAIR




A Kelowna ' Business 
F irm  has an opening 
for a neat appearing 
woman.
Previous business ex­
perience w ill be helpful.
Large Company 
Benefits
W rite a le tte r giving 
full details and previous 
employment record,
Address Box 1 2 ,
K ELO W N A  
D A ILY  COURIER
RESTMOR COURT
1760 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished three room 
duplex units, all utilities, laundry 
facilities, 2 channel Television
138
WELDER AND LIGHT PLANT, 
portable electric cables and hel­
met. Original price $1,175. Selling 
$700; fast charger, 6 and 12 
volt, original price $65, selling 
$50. Both new condition. Your 
offers considered. Phone 2145.
128
RANGE—FRIGIDAIRE, FORTY 
inch. Excellent condition. 2061 




ments, tub baths, heat; lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­
ties availably. Week or Month. 
Winter rates.
tf
RECONDITIONED MODEL A 
motor, in good shape. Full price 




SHADY STREAM MOTEL 
Pacific Ave. off Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished 2 and 
room cottages. Propane Gas 





| WANTED TO RENT -  Furnished 
bedroom house, modern, within 
I city limits, 1 year lease. British 
Pacific Insurance Co. Phone 
2830 or Box 3256 Courier. 129
WANTED—2 BEDROOM HOUSE | 
Phone 3405 by the 1st of March. Close in. 
129 Phone 3516.
HIGHEST' PRICES PAID FOR 
retreadable tires. We will buy 
outright or make you a liberal al­
lowance on new or used tires, 
Kelowna Motors Ltd. The Valley’s 
Most Complete Shop. F-S-tf
Cars And Trucks
Legal i
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
James John Ladd,, Deceased 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
James John Ladd, late of the 
City of Kelowna, British Colum 
bia, deceased, are hereby re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed, one of the Executors of 
the Estate of the said deceased, 
at 280 Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, 
British Columbia, before the 28th 
day of February, 1958, after 
which date the Executors will 
distribute the said estate among 
the parties entitled thereto, 
having regard only to the claims 





McWil l ia m s , bilsla n d
and MOIR 
Solicitors,
AFRICAN VIOLETS — MANY 
varieties, some" blooming, 35 cents 
to $1.50. Phone 8239. 124
SUPERCLEAN BLEACH
Kelowna product. Machine and 
Hand Laundry. Household and 
Commercial use. Jake Reimer, 
phone 3408 or 3056. 140
HEATER—COLEMAN OIL burn­
er, 55,000 B.T.U. Model S-555, 
excellent condition, $65. Phone 
2172 or 4030. 125
W R O N G  W A Y  T A N A G E R  GETS FREE FLIGHT SOUTH
The little bird, right, is a 
tanager and he is a lucky little 
fellow in some resfSects. He 
was found in a  garden in Oak­
ville, Ont., two thousand 
miles away from home, and
how he, got there is a mystery. 
But since he should be flitting 
aftiong the trees in Mexico at 
this time of year, Trans- 
Canada Airlines has a special 
crate made for him and ap­
pointed Carole Dixon, left, his 
special attendant on a flight 
south. Tanagers are known in 
B.C.; have scldorh, If ever, 
been seen in Ontario.
St. Lawrence Seaway 
Has Traffic Control
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE 
COURT OF REVISION
TAKE NOTICE, that the Court ol 
Revision, as required under the 
Municipal Act, to rule on appeals 
against the 1958 assessment, will 
convene, on TUESDAY, Febru­
ary 4th, in the Glenmore Munici­
pal Office, R.R. 1, Kelowna, B.C., 
at 10:00 o’clock a.m.
S. PEARSON, 
Assessor.
Dated at Glenmore, B.C.
January 24th, 1958.
Building Materials
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for ̂ 11 Building Supplies. Special­
izing, in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 




OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
can help you to solve your heat­
ing problems more economically.
For free, estimate call 4646.1 LAWSON AVE., 786 — MODERN ,
13013 room Suite with bath. Phoned




2 wheel, 5x14 ft. deck with 900x15 
14 ply tires. Only — . —— $225
wheel, 66”xl6* deck, 650x16.
WANTED — 1932 FORD GRILL 
and shell. Will pay up to $10. 
Phone 3849. 128
Only — — — — — — $295DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 4460. 1291
Phnn« 1)0113 Gue1s,t: [BASEMENT SUITE -  Private i2 ^ ^ ^ t h  springs, frame and
481- ^  entrance, bedroom, bathroom and hitchN570xl5 tires. Only ...$110
combined kitchen and living 2 wheel metal box (1952 Ford 
room. Couple pnly. Close in. pickup), springs, shocks and 






FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 
Spot Ltd. For details phone 3636 
130-M-W-F
? IIUj,,S’. J }R0WIS I BARTLEY ROAD — BETWEEN 
i h l w Dui J-kOting mid Kelowna and Westbank, 5 room 
^ asses* which are vitally I modern, unfurnished house, fur- 
needed, name in glass case. nace and propane range. $50 per 
Lost between Kelowna and -- 1
Hev< month. Phone .Westbank So-8- METEOR RIDEAU 500i elstoke, Sunday, January 19.15439'
Reward. Phone Kelowna 3843-. cnTTTH pPM nrm  TTnfm-nighcH 1 Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For infor-1261 SOUTH PENDOZI—Unfurnished | mntirin nhnnP 4545 130* r M w u u - u m u  miueu tion phone 4545. suite, four rooms, bath, k itchen --------- _ ----- --------
rDUAL WHEELS, PAIR WITH has oil range, $50 month. Phone 1948 JEEP -  4-WHEEL DRIVE, Wednesday,18095. 130 with cab, 30,000 miles, in, ex-
22* 1958, on Hisnw&y, northl*"*"" ' ■ ...... ■' ■ 1 ppiipnt . conditions For infsr-
d  Kelowna. Reward for return FULLY FURNISHED B U N G A -^ ™  ^ Ul°ns- * or 
to Sunshine Service Station. LOW._ Centrally located, south | motion phone 4545.PJione 3369.
130
Position Wanted
1291 side. References required. Phone 1954 FORD 2-DOOR SEDAN 
2576. 126|2 tone paint, radio, heater, seat
I P R lM P f  m i  a p t  17c  T n n r r  covers. Excellent, condition, very FR IN G E  C H A R LES LO D G E good tires, 37)00o m lles. Will ac-
____  . Rooms by day, week, month Cept 1946 to 1948 Ms-ton as part
WANTED CARPENTER WORK community kitchen, all facilities payment. Full price $1,350.00. 
'  r experienced carpenter. Work 924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124 Phone 7565. May be seen at r/>8 
^all kinds. Available now. Phone | 138 j Birch Ave. 125
------------------ !.— ---- — i ? !  TWO ROOM APARTMENT with 1956 BUICK TWO DOOR HARD-
SHEET METAL WORKER DE- bathrooni, p
SIRES position in Kelowna. Ex-lmatic 
pcriencc as manager of shop, 
estimating commercial and resi­
dential Jobs, general sheet metal 
lajr out and fabrication, resi­







COAL — PRESTOLOGS 
CANMORE BRIQUETTES 
Buy now before it really gets cold 
Where From?
WM. HAUG AND SON 
1335 WATER ST. PHONE 2066 
GLENMORE YARD PHONE 3208
M-F tf
DRY BUSH WOOD — 2 CORD 
load $24.00; cord load $12.50. Im-| 
mediate delivery. Phone 2824.
. 1281
GOOD FIR AND LARCH SAW­
DUST for sale. Phone 2106 or 
write Box 45, Lumby. 1241
( ttj U u m W l m l ^
IR 0 N -0 N  DESIGNS 
IN TH R EE COLORS
R E L IA B L E  C A R PE N T E R  D E-
SIRES inside finishing, kitchen 
cabinets, wall tiling, remodeling 
and decorating. Very moderate 
rates. Phone 7950. 129
Help Wanted
CASH PROFITS DAILY 
Show friends, neighbours, bur 
popular wool sweaters, skirts, 
upderwear, outerwear, lingerie, 
hosiery. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Regular repeat commissions 
Depression proof. Part or hill 
time.' Free Snlcs Kit. , Write 
British Knit, Simcoe, Ont.
125
) artly furnished, auto- TOP, only 30,000 miles, tri tone 
oil heating, now available, paint, red, white and black, 
Can be seen at 275 Leon. Phono winter tires and extra wheel. 
8027. _ 1301 Dynaflow transmission and many
THE BERNARD LODGE — BED- othcr cxtrns' You, must sce thi,s 
ROOMS1 by day. week, or month. °ne °*ner car going at a sacri- 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phoncr*ce Prlcc- Will accept older or 
2215, - smaller car in trade. Contact
-----1----------------- -------------------- Ray Redstone or phone Peach
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING -ROOM land 687. 126
use of refrigerator, gas stove, m . ^ n ^ n i n c  amt. to , ,pvo  
Apply 1660 Ethel St., or phone WATCH CARS AND TRUCKS 
3g7Q 1251 for sale"—there are somo great
------1------------- -------------- --------------— bargains listed every  issue of the
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- Courier. 32-tff
S  2w '  f c i b r l? i £ l 5  l "  TRUCK, %-TON F A IR  CON- 
S . r , i “ S  SonEU K ylD ITO N  O O. Phone 2172 or 4030. 
to Oct. inclusive $45 month. 784
Elliott Ave. M-Th-tf 11951 METEOR COUPE, FIVE
C A P A B L E  HOUSEKEEPER 
wanted — Full charge, modern 
all electric home near Kelowna. 
Qpo adult. Private suite with 
bathroom *60 per month. Per­
tinent position. Write Box 3255 
Courier, , 125
'V T R Y  A 
C O U R IER  
W ANT AD
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY 
length, $14 cord delivered. Phone 
3850.
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD. I old-fashioned girls and nose 
Phono Ivan Spletzer 6367. 128 gays in a combination of pink
'blue, green.
Iron them right on—no em 
1241 broidery! Beautify linens with 
girls
Land For Rent
I passenger, equipped with radio, 
I heater, 3 good tires, $500 cash
1 insertion  ___ ___ per w ord
3 consecutive ^
insertions .....—  per word 2H ? |lXu RA. WHEELER,‘' “The" Kd- 
0 consecutive insertions . owna Courier Pattern Dept,, 60
o r moro ............ ..  Per w ord I F ro n t St. W., Toronto. PATTERN
NUMBER, your NAME and 
ADDRESS.
Two FREE Patterns ns a gift
insertions
Phone 2125, 124
HIGHWAY 97. HALF MILE 11947 ONE TON FORD TRUCK 
north of Westbank — 'Land for I w|th flat deck and sides, new 
lease, irrigated, suitable for motor overhaul and new paint, 
growing vegetables or hny, 280 ncw battery and good tires, Go- 
acres, *25 per acre. Phone So 8- ing for oniy $375 cash. Contact 
**434. 129 Rny Redstone or phone Pcach-
—  ------ 126
Board And Room land 687.
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941. 
__________  133
RObM AND BOARD FOR TWO
Business Opportunities
working gentlemen to share 





No w hite space. 
M inim um  10 words,
For bazaar best 
sellers, gifts—Iron on towels 
sheets, pillowcases, scarves. A d d  
ready-made edging for gift.
Pattern 686 has 12 washable 
Two girls 4Mjx10; twodesigns
4%x4%; four sprnys 4%xlM> 
four 1x2 Indies.
341 Send TH IR TY -FIV E CENTS 
1 in coins (s tam ps canno t be nc 
ceptcd) for th is p a tte rn  to
By ROBERT RICE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
SEIGNIORY CLUB, Que. (CP) 
—St. Lawrence Seaway officials 
plan to pilfer some ideas from 
airport traffic control to keep 
ships moving speedily through 
the giant seaway after it opens 
in 1959.
Big ocean ships and "lakers” 
will be directed by radio from 
four key points every minute 
they’re in the 115-mile seaway 
that clears a bottle neck on the 
400-mile water highway from 
the Atlantic to the head of the 
Great Lakes.
Their movement will be plot­
ted by models on charts almost 
yard by yard. The aifn of the 
dispatching system is to prebnt 
congestion at any one of the 
seven locks in the St. Law­
rence River between Montreal 
and Lake Ontario.
“When, it goes into operation, 
it’ll be the best and mdst modern 
control system anywhere,’’ Syd­
ney Hairsine of Montreal said 
Tuesday night.
He outlined seaway facilities at 
a joint session here of the Dom­
inion Marine Association and the 
Lake Carriers "Association, rep­
resenting almost 90 per cent of 
Canadian and United States in­
land Great Lakes fleets.
The seaway will be divided into 
four ‘ divisions with radio dis­
patchers established at four ma­
jor locks — Cote St. Catherine, 
Beauharnois, Eisenhower a n d  
Iroquois. The Eisenhower lock is 
near Massena, N.Y., in the 
United States section of the in­
ternational seaway.
“The Iroqouois dispatcher, for 
example, will try to co-ordinate 
his part of the system so that 
the lock will be occupied at all 
times,” said Mr. Hairsine, head 
of the Canadian Seaway Author­
ity’s electrical and mechanical 
division.
A ship approaching the lock 
from Lake Ontario will radio its 
position when it is about 20 miles 
away. The dispatcher will plot 
the ship’s position and either tell 
it to anchor and wait if a lineup 
has formed..at the lock or give 
the go-ahead signal if the lock 
is clear.
As the ship passes through the 
canal and out of Iroquois’s con­
trol, it will move into the second 
control ’area, and so proceed -all 
the way to Montreal.
Jung To Seek 
Young Tories 
Leadership
OTTAWA (CP>—Douglas Jung, 
Canada’s first Chinese member 
of parliament, will seek the pres­
idency of the Young Progressive 
Conservative Association at its 
national convention here Jan. 31 
and Feb. 1.
The leadership also will be 
sought by George Hogan of Tor­
onto, past president of the On­
tario Young Conservatives. The 
retiring president is Thomas Bell, 
MP for Saint John-Albert and 
parliamentary assistant to Trade 
Minister Churchill.
Membership in the association 
is limited to party members un­
der 35. Mr. Jung is 33 and Mr. 
Hogan 28.
Mr. Jung defeated former Lib­
eral defence m i n 1 s t e r  Ralph 
Campney ih Vancouver Centre 
in the last federal election. Mr. 
Hogan served as Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker’s campaign t r a i n  
manager d u r i n g  the election 
campaign. -
Pension Probe Speed
OTTAWA (CP)—Prime Minis-Knowles, Mr. Diefenbaker said
inter Diefenbaker Wednesday, 
effect ordered Professor Gordon 
Huson to complete his inquiry 
into the United States social se­
curity system in three or four 
months at the most.
He was commenting in the 
Commons on press reports quot­
ing Professor Huson as saying his 
investigation will require about a 
year. The 44-year-old University 
of Western Ontario professor has 
been appointed a one-man com­
mission by the government to 
study foreign, and especially 
American, pension schemes.
Stanley Knowles (CCF—Winni­
peg North Centre) asked whe 
ther one year w ar the length of 
time the prime minister had in 
mind when he had announced he 
wanted to have the report com­
pleted at the earliest possible 
date for submission to the gov­
ernment.
Mr. Diefenoaktr said the gov 
i-rnortnt hopes and desires that 
there* will be no greater ie!a'- 
than three or four months. In re­
ply to another question from Mr
there is “iprgency” for an early 
report.
J. W,. Pickersgill (L — Bona- 
vista-Twillingate) asked whether 
it is true that Professor Huson' is 
being paid at the rate of $35,000 
a year.
Mr. Diefenbaker said he was 
unable to answer the question.
Cli willed Display
One insertion ________$1,12 Inch
3 consecutive . h | to our renders—printed right in
1 i,U3 ncn our 1057 Laurn Wheeler Nccdlc-
8 nr mnrA insertions................... Crnft Book. Dozens of other do­
or moro ......................  .93 lnct11 signs you’ll want to order-easy
fascinating handwork for your- 
. . „ . . .  „ . . .  - self, your home, gifts bazaar
8 count lines daily „.$ 9,00 month ,tcmSi Scnd ,25. cents for your 
Dal y for 6 months .50 month copy of thls book today,
Each additional lino - 2.00 month1 1






LYON, Franco <AP) — The 
death toll from a coni mine cx: 
plosion a week ago rose to 17 to­
day ns three more miners suc­
cumbed to burns and other in­
juries.- Thirty-eight miners were 
hurt in the coal dust blast, but 
the first deaths did not, occur un­
til nftcr the victims were Jn hos­
pital. They have been dying at 
the rate of more than two a day 
since. 1, „
S times week 10.00 m onth R O O M  A N D  B O AR D  B Y  G E N E  A H ER N
I  S P EED Y  D ELIV ER Y  SERVICE
' ‘ U N D E R  NEW  M A N AG EM EN T .
H. E. (Herman) HANSON
.) . O w ner-M anager *
M r. H anson h av in g  p u rch ased  th la  business from
ARTHUR and GRACE SHELLEY
, Will b e  happy  to  se rv e  th e ir  fo rm e r  cu s to m ers , a s su rin g  
l . th e m  o f  Uw ham o  “ P R O M PT . COURTEOUS SER V IC E” 
* * .. f ,1 TIm  N ew  A ddress Is  ̂ \
! 1 4 2 7  ELLIS STREET




1281Going concern. Books can 
be seen by conscientious 
buyer. Owner willing to as- 




1688 Richter Phone 3147
. \ : ,12a
Au to Financing
FINANCING A CART B E F O R E  
you btiy, a sk  us ab o u t, o u r Low 
Cost F inancing  S erv ice  With com- 
_  . .„ ,w .iP !c to  in su ran ce  coverage. Car-
Business Phono 4 0 2 5  j ru th e rs  an d  ile lk le  L td ., 361 Bor- 




Police ___:_______-  Dial 8300
Hospital ___ _ Dial 4000
Fire H a ll______ .1  Dial 115
Ambulance ---------- Dial 115
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE 
If unable to eonWct a dec ter 
Dial
/  D R tG  STORES OPEN
Sunday*. Holiday* and 
Wednesday! '
' ft pjn. to pern.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS
Canadian and American 
i Custom*'
2 4 -h o u r service.
IT OVER, I 
PKlPEP NOT TO 
HAVE M  PEARL 
E INTO A 
NECKTIE 
STICKPIN!
IT BEING A NATURAL T 
PEARL OP FINE OUMOV
anp coop Size, 1. ,
THINK (T PE5T TO S E li  
rr TO  A  J E W E L E R -  
AM P I  FEEL A  
CONSERVATIVE 
PRICE TO A 5 K  
W O U LD  PE 
$ 1000!
WELL, YOU PONT HAVE TO RAY 
A TAX ON ASKINS...PUT THAT 
50UNP5 LIKE A LOFTY VALUE 
TO PULON m  PEARL!... 
LOOK, IF I  WERE IN VOUR 
SIZE-ELEVEN SHOES, 1X> 
ASK THE JEWELER WHAT 
PRICE HE’D <5iVE FOR ITl
Ths M m
MWAVJ? 
TAKES A . 
H&H AlMf
OTTAWA (CP)—Solon Low will 
put his leadership of tho Social 
Credit party on the line at a na­
tional party convention expected 
to be held next fall.
At a press conference Wednes­
day he made clear he has no 
plans to step down. He also said 
lie knows of no one actively seek­
ing His job.
Mr. Low, 58, who became tho 
party’s first national lender in 
1944, said, however, that the last 
party convention was in 1952— 
when he was given an unopposed 
vote of confidence ns icaader,
“I think it’s my duty to submit 
myself to a convention again,” 
Mr. Low said the convention 
likely will bo In the fall, nhd 
probably at Winnipeg following a 
national election.
Meanwhile the party plans four 
regional conferences before the 
end of February to draft an elec­
tion platform, and a follow-uU 
national conference to make final 
election plans.
Dates arc set only for the first 
two meetings: an Ontario-Quo- 
bee conference hero next Satur­
day and an Albcrtn-Brltlsh Col­
umbia conference at Vancouver 
Feb. 14-15. The other regions, are 
Manitoba - Saskatchewan, whose 
meeting may bo nt Brandon, 




WASHINGTON (AP) — Ameri­
cans were called on today to 
“tighten our belts . . . perhaps 
for years to come” as a Senate 
subcommittee neared the end of 
its investigation of United States 
defence preparedness.
Senator Styles Bridges of New 
Hampshire, leading Republican 
on the preparedness subcommit­
tee, said in an interview that 
“there is no blinking away from 
the enormity of the task we 
face.”
We must advance the avail­
ability date of quantities of new, 
more powerful w e a p o n s .  We 
must prosecute a vigorous space 
program.”
Bridges; said the subcommittee 
hearings nave developed inform­
ation on “extremely impressive” 
Russian achievements that could 
not be "dismissed lightly."
However, the c o n s e n s u s ,  
“shared by the best - informed 
witnesses, seems to be that the 
over-all military 1 strength of the 
United States is today "superior 
to that of the Soviet Union.”
AUTO WORKERS STRIKE
BIRM INGHAM , Eng. (R eu ters) 
N ea rly  6,000 au tom otive w orkers 
w ere seq t hom e W ednesday fol­
lowing a  w age s tr ik e  by fac to ry  
tra n sp o rt opera to rs . P roduction  
a t  th e  firm , F ish e r  and  Ludlos, 
cam e to  n standstill.. The firm  is 
a p a r t  of the M orris-A ustln con­
cern . The s tr ik e rs  a rc  claim ing  
a £2  weekly ra ise ,
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna
N o tic e  o f C o u rt o f R e visio n * 
o f the 1958 A*s®ssment Roll v
“ M u n ic ip a l A c t 1353 (7 )”
Notice in hereby given that the Court pf Revision 
under tiie provisions of the Municipal Act and tho Assess­
ment Equalization Act respecting tho 1958 Assessment 
Roll in the City of Kelowna, will Ixx held on Monday, 
February 3, 1958 at 10:00, o’clock in the forenoon, in the 
City Hall,' Kelowna, II,C.
.Dated at Kelowna, B.C., this 21st day pfJamtary, 1958.
* '  J. E. MARKLE, '
> , Assessor.
(
f "f ** \
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KILLS TIM BER W O L F ^ W IT H  A X E
Fftl., JAN. 21. IKS THE DAILY COURIER
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
By B. JAY BECKER Of cou rse , i t  w ould b e  desirable
(Top Record-Holder in Master*' 
Individual Championship Flay) 
QUIZ
Partner bids Two Hearts, next 
player passes, both sides vulner­
able. What do you now bid with 
each of the following fourvhands?
X . 4 7 6 4  * 3  4 J 6 4 2  £ 4 8 7 4 3
2 . 4 J 4  4 0 7 2  4 A 8 7 0  £ A 9 8 S
8 . 4 Q 0 6 2  * 8 4  4 K 0 8 5  £ K J 2
4 . 4 7 4  4 A 7 3  £ 0 9 6 5 3 3  £ 4 3
1. Two notrump. This is the 
negative response to partner’s 
game-forcing two bid. Since part­
ner has already announced he has 
a game in hand, jt  is not neces­
sary to do anything at this point 
to encourage partner to continue.
In responding to a two bid, any 
bid other, than two notrump is an 
affirmative response showing at 
least mild interest in a slam. 
Since the opener theoretically has 
a game In his own hand which he 
intends to reach regardless 'of 
what values responder has, no en­
couragement should be given by 
responder unless he has a t least 
two playing tricks.
The hand in question would be 
worth a positive response if the 
two bid had been made in any of 
the other three suits, but opposite 
a two heart bid, where trump 
support is lacking, negative ac­
tion is called for.
2. Three hearts. Two aces op­
posite a two bid is a pretty sure 
sign of a slam, especially when 
accompanied by trump support.
to have better trump support, but 
three small of partner's suit are 
regarded as adequate facing an 
opening two bid. The opening 
bidder cannot very well have a 
broken suit when he opens with 
a game forcing bid. He has tricks 
galore, and to have them his 
suit must be strong.
3. Three notrump. With inade­
quate trump support, and a hand 
too good to make a negative re­
sponse of 1 two notrump, and no 
biddable suit to mention, the 
high card strength and the bal­
anced distribution are best shown 
by jumping to three notrump. 
This skip bid usually has 8 to 10 
high card points
How high the bidding will 
eventually go is left largely to 
the opener. The important thing 
is to tell partner immediately of 
the scattered high card values
4, Three hearts. The choice lies 
between raising hearts immedi­
ately or bidding diamonds. The 
direct raise with three to the ace 
is to be preferred to naming a 
queen-high suit. When a side suit 
is bid opposite a two bid there is 
a strong inference of strength in 
the suit rather than length.
Since the trump support is 
more than adequate, partner can- 
qot be misled by the immediate 
raise. But if diamonds were bid 
first, followed by a heart raise, 
partner would be more apt to ex­
pect something, like A-Q-x-x-x-x 
of diamonds and. three small 
trumps.
Light axe held by Stan Wood­
cock, 22, spelled death for 
Brc’er Wolf, who approached 
too close at Kenogami, Ont.
One blow of the axe disposed 
of the timber wolf, which 
weighed 40 pounds. It is being 
examined for rabies.
Newspaper Circulation, Advtg. 
Set New Records In 1957
DAILY CRO SSW O RD
I
CHICAGO (CP) — Newspaper 
circulation and advertising rev­
enue1 ip the United States set rec­
ords in 1957, the Newspaper Ad­
vertising Executive Association 
reports. t
Advertisers also' put more into 
newspaper advertising than tele­
vision, radio, magazine and bill­
boards c o m b i n e d ,  associa­




VANCOUVER (CP)—A nine- 
year-old boy has admitted writ­
ing an extortion letter threaten­
ing to m u r d e r  a Vancouver 
m an’s children, police Said here.
The boy was taken to the- po­
lice station by his father.
He told youth detail detectives 
who questioned him: “It was 
only a joke.”
The letter was received by 
Russell Kerr. It ordered him to 
pace $40 in a soup can behind 
"iYank’s store,” near the Kerr 
residence in the central part of 
the city.
"If you tell a single sole,” said 
the misspelled note, “your son 
or dauter, if any, will be mur­
dered." *
The boy, who lives In the same 
neighborhood ns the Kerrs, said 
he wrote the note on a type­
writer in his father’s office.
The Kerrs have a boy, 11, and 
a girl 5.
son told the association's annual 
meeting Tuesday.
Despite the record peak in ad­
vertising revenues, preliminary 
checks indicated that advertising 
linage declined about three per 
cent.
The added income came from 
higher linage rates, increased 
use of color and selling more 
premium space. Final figures on 
advertising income are not avail­
able, he said.
The climb marked the 12th 
year in the last 13 that newspa­
per revenue set a record.
Newspaper circulation in the 
U.S. last year averaged 58,600,- 































29. Cut, as 
grass
















HULL, Que. (CP) -  A young 
Senate guard with a yen to be­
come a famous artist has had a 
portrait accepted by Princess 
Grace of Monaco.
“ I wrote and[ asked whether 
she wanted it and she accepted," 
enthused' lanky Guy Lallbcrte in 
an interview.
He has a letter of acceptance 
from the former movie star’s 
secretary, asking him to send the 
painting to the palace,
"Friends urged me to send it to 
her,” said the 27-ycnr-old artist 
who received his only formal art 
training in night classes at the 
technical school in this city 
across the Ottawa River from 
' 1 ♦ n 1, "I




LONDON (Reuters) — Lord 
Attlee said Wednesday night 
most people probably believe a 
change in the-United . States state 
department would be “an advan­
tage both to America and the 
world.”
The former Labor prime minis­
ter did not mention U.S. State 
Secretary Dulles by name.
Speaking in a House of Lords 
defence debate, Attlee said:
“I believe there is a great 
cause for Anglo-American unity, 
but 1 believe most people think 
a change In the state depart­
ment would be an advantage both 
to America and the world.
"At the present time, almost 
every approach to international 
solutions tends to be blocked by 
somewhat-hasty remarks deliv­
ered from the state department.’ 
Attlee said people have to get 
away from the idea that the com­
petition between the Communists 
and the free world must always 
be on tha basis of war.
"The battle will ultimately be 
won in the minds of men,” he 
said.
IT’s NOT DYING
HOLLYWOOD (AP) -  A vice- 
president of RCA Victor records 
predicts that rock ’n’ roll "will 
monopolize the record market for 
at least five more years.” W. W, 
Bullock told reporters that rock 
’n' roller Elvis Presley "is the 
largest single factor’’ In the re­
cording industry’s growth. Ho 
said the Industry did $400,000,000 
worth o f business in 1957. Some 
neveri20,000)000 PrCslcy records, wero 
sold.
Ripley's BELIEVE IT O R  N O T
u
TWO PRE HISTORIC MUSEUM
of LMEyzie*. France <.
IS LOCATED W A  NATURAL ST0N£\ 
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE ~  Here’s how to work It:
A X I D L  B A  A X R  
is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different:
A, CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
K I Y Q K Y G Y  C E J C  Y G Y A X ,  A K D E C  
K H Z Q K Y M  J A Y M Z P T M K I K Q K C X — ,
A P R  N Y  O Y Q Q Y A .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: A WISE OLD OWL SAT ON AN OAKy 
THE MORE HE SAW THE LESS HE SPOKE — RICHARDS.
%1 5 T 7 T 1 S ft 7 r %9 %10 IIll %l»%'S'
IT . %%ift%P%19 %30 31ai I T 24 2S
2k
i i 37 d%%28 d%29 *•'•**, -* 39 .Si 31r  ■—3331 34 3^ %
37 139 %40
1 At %l l
Y O U R  HOROSCOPE
Sta r s
FOR TOMORROW
Don’t make drastic changes 
now, and do sidestep those 
whose motives are open to ques­
tion. Cope with problems with­
out fuss or anxiety, however. If 
you run into difficulties, face up 
to them squarely and use logic 
and good jpdgement to solve 
them. Avoid haste..
FOR TIIE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow Is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that, 
while some aggressive action 
could help to further your Job 
and financial goals during the 
next three months, they could 
prove your undoing in personal 
matters. From now until the 
end of August, At. least, you will 
hove to bo exceptionally tactful, 
understanding and tolerant of 
those in your domestic and social 
circles if you would avoid dis­
sension. This should not be too 
difficult for the kindly Aquarian, 
but don’t forget that you also 
have your own Impulsiveness to 
deal with. Try to curb this trait 
and you should get along all 
right, despite some adverse 
planetary Influences.
In business matters, the pe­
riod between early April and 
August will be excellent, and 
both travel nnd romance will be 
under excellent aspects late in 
June. September should be an 
exceptionally good month on nil 
counts, Iput stay out of specula 
live ventures in November 
Watch health in March nnd 
December. i
A child born on this day will 
be ' endowed with the talents 
needed to make n successful 
painter, Inventor' or business 
promoter.
TH E O LD  H O M E  T O W N  -  Stanley
fcADCbi ONfeTW/N« ABOUT 
. TAKING THE\Ser VITAMINS 
1 1 1 .  n h v c r h a v e  i b w e A *  




'rnSmwnm m  i
COMPUTUS TEMPERATURE WITH 
LOVE/ BESIDES WHICH., EVEN IP
rr develops vou have Oot a 4 
ĈASE ON Miss JUUBT JONES.
much chance 
A n T  WOULD A RINSER have 
- ™  Ooc wuMtfcQ A U  THE
MAR8LSS ? VEAH—RELAX. 
UKE The LADV SAVE, and 
PLAY VOUR PART OP RAT. 
YOU’RE BUILT PERFECT 
POP IT t
YES, WHIN X CAN FIND 
A PARTNER. SCUBA DIVING 
BY YOURSELF IS A BIT RISKY,
L
ONE! WONDERFUL! I'M MAD ABOUT SCUBA DIVING! 








BOY, AA\ I  fMKlNG 
PROGRESS GETTING 
CHUMMY WITH THESE .. 
SKm-OiVERSi BUT IS 
SHE THE ONE I'M TRYING 
TORNO?
-----------------------
( m o ck  lands thb spacb -c a k .
y u
T.
A FCW MINUTES LATCH *
MOCK, MY SON! S O  
OlAD YtXIARE FREE.1 WE 
DIDNT HAVE A FORCE
Stroms enough to  save .
I  KNEWTUAT 
J M Y  FATHER!
DR.LSSNAHAS 
REGAINED CONTROL. 
S O I  AM FREE.
..TWO THIS FAIR- \  THAT IS \  W HAT?  
HAIRED LADY IS TO) THE CUSTOM,) u jia ta ll?  
.B E  YOUR WlFETXMV FATHER .* J y l l r t i  f .







IF YOU OONT J  
GIVE ME THE 
RAISE- 
I QUIT
C A N  I H A V E  H I S  J O B .  
M R . D I T H E R S ?
r r






YES.I FOLLOWED ALL 
TH’ BEAUTY CREAM 
DIRECTIONS TO TH’ 
LETTER, BUT IT DID 
NOTHING FOR M E /
O lK .,LA D '<H ER ES 
YOUR M ONEY, — 
REFUNDED IN 
F U L L //
COMPLAINT
D EPT
IT 'S E E  I T U _  
> NO RESULTS! 
ASE/i ■■■■■■ '
IT’S  PLAIN ’
PRODUCED )
IN YOUR C A S
FO R  TW O  C E N T S  I ’D  GOJ 
B A C K  A N ’ P U N C H  






T O  TAKE 
APTITU 
te=£TSSTT
YEAH... ONE OF 
THEM THINGS WHERE 
THEY FIND OUT WHAT 
YOU'RE GOOD ATI
GOOFY OUGHT TO 
FIND OUT WHAT KIND 
OF CAREER TO 
FOLLOW 1
Ne x t  p a y . m  v o u  _ W  y e p i ...t h is  i s  '






ER.-rr SEEMS) /  DONT WORRY, 






I  THOUGHT YOUR 
AUNT WAS GONE, 
CASSIS/ X HEARD 
SOMETHING FALL 
^  INSIDE/
I ’ve GOT TO GET ON WITH 
MVCHOReSi GIVB MB TH1 
MONEY, AN’ I'LL SEE THAT 
AUNTY COMCOTO DOTH' 
WATER-WITCH1N*
JOB TOMORROW/ IT'S A 
DEAL/
SEND HER TO HANK PERKINS'S
ranch/  if sue Shows him
WHERe TO FIND WATER, HB'LL 
EE MIGHTY GRATEFUL/* 4 \
'\
GRAMMA LEFT A
NOTTS, TELLING U9 
TO GET OUR OWN
dinner-
she said there was ta r e
OP FOOD IN THE H0U3B-AND 
SHE WASNT WOOING/
flAY, THIS M WB \  
lENTBARj SHOULDM
iD lTfJIim  O IT //Oftfi 
t e m r a l l  i o ft e n /
THIS (S COOL..,NO X WONOBRcoourn wromm orahomacant
AND NO 0,6«E3 TO S iMPUFY TWNSS
WASH AFTMWWM/ r UKB WttPO/
A
/
G L E N M O R E 'S  T O O H-POWER
Centennial Grant 
By Victoria
Government grant of 17,278 for Arena. Cost Is expected to be
Kelowna’s centennial project has 
beta  given official approval at 
Victoria.
Other large grants approved 
With Kelowna’s included $5,838 
, for Nelson, for the construction 
of a T-bar ski lift: $3,038 for 
Terrace, toward a $65,000 civic 
Centre, and $1,538 to Vandcrhoof 
tdward a health centre.
\ .Kelowna's project in honor of 
B.C.’s 100th birthday will be the 
recreational addition to the Kel­
owna and District -v-
around $60,000
Among smaller amounts ap­
proved by the B.C. centennial 
committee a t Victoria are $772.20 
to Glenmore for the construction 
of a stage at the Glenmore 
School; $733.60 for Enderby for 
the Labor Day weekend celebr- 
tions, and $110.40 for Salmon 
Valley where a school will be 
renovated for use as a com­
munity hall.
Deadline for grant application
FRI., JAN. 21. 1158 THE DAILY COURIER 8
Memorial • is March 15.
Scientific Forum Will Be 
Held Here M  February 5
i
Four outstanding professional 
men will take part in a scientific 
forum to be held a t the Aquatic 
on February 5. >
Similar to the general discus­
sion held at the Georgia auditor­
ium in Vancouver a few weeks
Those taking part in the discus­
sion will be Dr. Gordon Shrum, 
head of the national research 
council and dean of the depart­
ment of extension, -URC; Dr, 
Marvin Darrach, professor and 
head of the dcDartment of chem 
ago. the forum has been brought j istry, UBC; Dr, Fred Noakes, 
to the Okanagan as-a public ser-j nrofessor and head of the depart- 
Vice by the University of British ment of electrical engineering,
Columbia.
Mothers March 
On Polio Quota 
Set A t  $4,500
Kelowna Kinsmen Club will 
campaign February 3 for $4,500 
to help the B.C, Child Care and 
Polio Fund carry on its program 
to 1958. .
; The fund finances treatment 
services for handicapped child­
ren and polio patients, plus re­
search and other special pro­
jects in the child care field.
* Provincial objective of the 
Child Care and Folio Fund this 
^ a r  Is $275,000.
. Kinsmen care committees op­
erate in almost every major city 
and town in the Province.
This is the second year for the 
Child care program. The sum of
S 5.000 has been earmarked in e ,1958 objective to provide 
treatment f o r  handicapped 
youngsters. •
f--------- :-----
and Dr,. Ian McTaggart Cowan, 
professbr and head of the depart­
ment of zoology.
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20 Industrials 408.54 +  .25
20 Golds 77.99 +1.12
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Dominion of Canada
Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 99.40 99.55
6th .Victory Loan 
2%  due 1960 98.05 98.20
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 96.90 97.05
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 ' 96% 96%
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1966 95% 95%
Provincials 
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977 103.00 1Q3%
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 ■
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario.
5% due 1964 
Ontario 
5% due 1975 
Corporations 
Abltibi
4%% due 1966 
B.A. Oil 
5%% dtie 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%% due 197 
Homo Oil 
5% duo 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw 








T O D A Y 'S  STOCK 
Q U O T A T IO N S
Change 
+  .94 
+  .36 
+  .46
(Continued from Page l) 
ously with Britain, has been ex­
changing Information with Brit­
ain on developments.
< There has been widespread 
criticism here over reports teat 
the ,U.S.. left behind by Russia 
on Sputniks, persuaded Britain to 
delay announcing the Harwell 
success until Americau scientists 
could catch up. But Admiral 
Lewis Strauss, chairman of tee 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
has denied-this.
Though the Harwell scientists 
are known to be extremely con­
fident of their achievement, the 
official announcement contained 
some qualifications. It said tec 
results “suggest” that thermo­
nuclear neutrons have been ob­
tained In the experiments “but 
further experiments will be ne­
cessary before this can be proved 
conclusively."
GREAT HEAT REQUIRED
Here, In simple tcrips. is what 
has happened at Harwell:
The first problem was that It 
is much easier to split an atom 
by nuclear bombardment — the 
present source of atomic energy 
from uranium—than to make one 
fuse with another. Nuclei have a 
natural revulsion for each other.
The only way was to take a 
lesson from the sun, where fus­
ion' is going on all the time, 
and force the nuclei together by 
means of great heat.
Zeta—in effect a “man-made 
sun”—was the Harwell answer. 
The container for the heavy hy­
drogen gas (dueterium) which 
contains the atoms is a ring- 
shaped tube—hence the "dough­
nut” appearance.
• An electric current i s ’ shot 
through the tube, making the gas 
collect down the middle without 
touching the walls. The tremen­
dous heat generated forces and 
nuclei of separate atoms to com 
bine—a process which releases 
some of the energy contained in 
the nucleus.
MAGNETIC FIELD 
Another problem facing the 
scientists was how to keep the 
hot gas from touching the walls 
and being cooled by thenfi.
They solved this by applying 
a magnetic field round the col 
umn of gas. This fenced it in and 
kept it steady in the middle of 
the tube long enough for fusion 
to take place.
Long enough” amounted only 
periods lasting less than 
wink—2-1,000 to 5-1,000 of a sec-* 
ond*. The heating process was re­
peated every 10 seconds.
Before sufficient thermonuclear
Classes Start (•
INDUSTRIAL FIRST AID . loc.
Classes in industrial first aid 
are being conducted in major val­
ley centres, Vernon, Kelowna and 
Penticton. It Is the first time 
that the new textbook, written by 
Dr. C. D. Salsbury, is being u§ed 
for instruction. 1
Organizational classes will be 
held in Kelowna next Monday; 
Vernon on Tuesday, and Pentic­
ton on Wednesday. Classes start 
at 8 p.m. and will be held In the 
senior high schools.
A spokesman said that interest 
in Industrial first aid is on tee 
increase in B.C. This Is indicated 
by the increase’in the number'of 
applications for this type of train­
ing. As classes are held once a
y e a r ,  those Interested should 
take advantage of this opportun­
ity, the spokesman said. . . ’
Successful candidates ‘ will re­





Dogs are on, the prowl and the 
city pound keeper plans, to do 
something about it. ,
Orvel Curts said today too many 
animals are following children to 
school, and are making a general 
nuisance-, of themselves.
"When one or two dogs get, 
together they form packs and- mishap, 
soon get into trouble,” Mr. Curts 
said.
Under the pound act, dog own­
ers are liable to a maximum fine 
of $25 for tallowing animals to run 
at large.
WFhen a dog is impounded the 
owner must pay a fine of $2, plus 
50 cents a day for every day the 





VERNON — A pre-Christmas 
head-on collision Thursday cost 
Joseph Woronchak of Armstrong 
$200 and a one year suspension 
of his driver’s licence.
Magistrate Frank Smith found 
Woronchak guilty of impaired 
driving as charged, and levied 
the suspension despite a defence 
appeal that the accused would 
need his truck to get a job to 
pay the fine. \
Testimony of witnesses and 
RCMP officers revealed that 
Woronchak’s vehicle was weav­
ing all over the road for some 
time prior to the accident which 
occurred at the junction of High­
ways 97 and 97E. All the wit­
nesses related detecting the 
smell of alcohol on the accused, 
at tl^e time of the accident. One 
man w as. seriously hurt in the
PROTECTS PUBLIC
B.C/s Forest Management Permit 
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B.A. Oil 35 35%
B.C. Forest 10 10%
B.C. Phone 40% 40%
Bell Phone 40 40%
B.C. Power 37% 37%
Canadian Oil 27% 27%
CPR 24% 24%
Coqp Paper 30% 31
Cons M and S 17% 18
Dist Seag. 26% 26%
Fam  Players 14% 15
Ford A 17 71%
Imp Oil 39% 39%
Ind Accep 26% ,26%
Inland Ga^ 7 7%
Int Nickel 70% 70%
Inter Pipe 40% 40%
Lucky Lager ■ 4.20 4.30
Massey Harris 6% 6%
McColl Fron 50 50%
MacMill B 24% 24%
Okan Phone 10 . 10%
Page Hersey 109 109%
Powell River 33% 33%
Steel of Can 48 48%
Trans Mtn. PI 58 58%
Walkers 25% 25%
West Ply. 10% 11
Cal and Ed 
Cdn Husky 
Cent Del Rio 
Fort St, John 
Home Oil A 
Home Oil B 
Pacific Pete 
Royalite
Powdered snow lies 22 feet deep 
In tee Canadian Rockies’ ski ar­




" G A S  S Y S T EM " 
F O R  Y O U R  H O M E
l
Enjoy economical, dep­
endable service with a 
m o d e r n  L.P. Gas 
“Home Gas System” 
(or clean, safe fuel when 
needed,
R O C K G A S
P R O P A N E
L T D .
Phone 2244 .
526 BERNARD AVE.














And the heat, instead of last- 
lg for only a small fraction oi 
second, will have to bfe sus 
tained for several seconds.
But the scientists are confident 
this cap be done. The Atomic En 
ergy Authority _r e p o r  t  said 
There appears to be no funda­
mental reason why these longer 
times, together with much higher 
t e m p e r a t u r e s ,  cannot be 
achieved.”
/
City Takes 1st 
Step To Widen 
Boundary Limit
Preliminary steps for making 
Kelowna a larger city in area 
were planned Wednesday night at 
the first meeting of the boundary 
extension committee. '
After the meeting, Aid. Arthur 
Jackson, the committee’s chair­
man, said it was a fruitful dis­
cussion.
He also advised that the Kel­
owna Rural Ratepayers Associ­
ation had requested representa* 
tion on the committee and that 
consequently Allister Cameron 
now is |a member of .the -com 
mittee. 1_______ • ■______ '
DAVID CARL GUTIIRIE was
sentenced to three years in the 
penitentiary for breaking and 
entering. The offence concerned 
a raid on Bennett’s Hardware 
in Vernon that netted a large 
quantity of radios and electrical 
appliances.
The three-year sentence will 
run consecutively to an 18-month 
sentence that Guthrie is serving 
for a similar offense he com­
mitted at Haney.
WITHOUT a pink 
Vernon youth $25
DRIVING
slip, cost a 
Thursday.
When checked by police, Mel­
vin Hamilton could not produce 
the said slip, but told officers 
that he was insured. Subsequent 
investigation revealed thtat Mel­
vin was not insured.
The sum ' tptal of Melvin’s in­
volved explanation was that his 
insurance had apparently ex­
pired.
Forest management licence 
system gives tee public adequate 
protection against the depletion 
of B.C.’s natural resources, ac­
cording to Alan Moss, local 
forestry expert.
Mr. Moss was speaking to 
members of ,the Kelowna Can­
adian Club, at a dinner meeting 
held in the Aquatic Wednesday 
night. He touched on the world 
wide growth of forestry science 
and its importance in B.C.
The speaker said that if 
measures had been taken 50 
years ago to protect forests, B.C. 
today would be cutting 1,200 mil­
lion cubic feet or 50 per cent 
more than the actual dangerous 
present cut of 800 million cubic 
feet.
Danger of the depletion of 
forests was pointed out in 1954 
by Chief Justice Sloan in his 
forest report, Mr. Moss recalled 
A? a result of this report, the 
government devised forest man­
agement licences. He did not go 
into details of the public contro­
versy regarding granting of 
forest permits, but' pointed out 
that Chief Justice Sloan, in 
another forestry report publish­
ed in 1956, upheld the granting 
of licence with certain suggested 
modifications.
EARLY h is t o r y  '
V
At the outset of his address, 
Mr. Moss traced the early history 
of the forest industry, from the 
first knowledge of tree-like plants 
350 million years ago.1
He deplored the lack of ex­
perienced foresters in B.C. There 
are 224 members of the Associa­
tion of B.C. Foresters of whom 
36 hold master’s degrees and six 
doctor's degrees.
Reason why many young men 
stear clear of the profession is 
because remuneration is not as 
high as other industries.
“The forester is trained in his 
field by a university education. 
Forestry is an applied science 
and the forester has to learn the
elements of such pure sciences 
as botany, mycology, zoology and 
applied sciences such as en­
gineering necessary, to the 
practice of his profession,” he 
said.
At the same time tee forester 
is usually on a lower pay than 
any of the engineering profes­
sions . . and it Is noteworthy 
that since 1940, the percentage 
increase of foresters’ renumera­
tion has been less than that of 
the teaching profession and about
Farm Feeding 
Lecture Given
More than 80 prominent ranch 
ers and feeders from Kelowna 
and district were present at a 
special meeting at the Aquatic 
Wednesday night.
The two speakers — George 
Linblad and Dr. V. I. Roberts of 
the' North American Cyanamid 
Company — outlined the appli­
cation of aureomycln in ruminant 
feeding (described as a new con 
ception in animal feeding and 
health) and gave a technical ex­
planation of antibiotics.
A series of meetings have 4?een 
held by this company across 
Canada in conjunction with Me 
Cabe Grain Company.
Films shown dealt with the 
economics of livestock feeding 
and thri role of chemistry in con­
serving nature’s rew materials.
per cent less than that of 
a lumber loader, rlggmg sllnger, 
tractor-driver, electrician, car­
penter or plumber.* s 
FORESTRY. A CHALLENGE 
However, rewards cannot. b« 
measured in terms of money, ha 
said, pointing out that forestry 
is not merely a profession, but 
a calling. Its challenge is tre­
mendous and the real reward is 
to be fouiyl in an inner sense of 
fulfilment and knowledge that 
he has helped to mould and 
shape the destiny dt B.C. and 
Canadat
Mr. Moss explained the re­
sponsibilities of a company when 
granted a forest management 
licence, and stressed the eco­
nomic value of the industry. Net 
value of products in 1955 was 
$600,000,000, whereas net values 
of mining, agriculture and fish­
eries’ products the same year 
totalled $375,000,000, less than 
two thirds of the value of for­
estry.
The modern schools of forestry 
were born in France and Ger­
many and spread their influence 
to Scandinavia. Britain and 
eventually to North America. 
Much has been' accomplished, 
but much more remains to be 
done, he said.
QUIET BIRTHDAY
MONTE C A R L O ,  Monaco 
(Reuters) — Princess Caroline of 
Monaco was one year old Thurs­
day. After a thanksgiving mass 
in Monaco . Cathedral, Prince 
Rainier, Princess Grace and the 
baby princess returned to the 
royal palace for a quiet birthday 
party.
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Hud Bay 43% 43%
Nornndn 36% 36%
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Npvn Scotia 1 51% 51%
Royal 58% 59
Tor, Dorn. \ 39 39%
OTTAWA (CP) — Five or six 
Canadian artists are to pay an 
exchange visit to Russia next 
month, it was reported Thursday, 
The group is to be headed by 
Alan Jarvis, National Gallery di 
rector. There is speculation that 
the visits may be followed by an 
exchange of paintings between 
the National Gallery and the Her­
mitage in Leningrad.
PLANES c o l l id e
BOSTON (AP) -  Two U.S. Air 
Force planes collided Thursday 
at 30,000 feet over suburban Bos­
ton and both occupants of one 
plane were reported killed, Two 
men In the second craft para­
chuted to safety. v»
MORE CALLS
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) 
Two more anonymous telephone 
calls, both apparently from teen- 
aged white youths, set off new 
searches of integrated Central 
High School for explosives, police 
repoitcd Thursday. Nothing wns 
found. A dynamite stick wns 
found In an empty locker at Cen­
tral High Monday after an nnony- 
mous call.
Liston 3 -4  p .m . 
S A T . J A N .  25
C K O V
ADDRESS
to the
■N IM M ORTAL' 
MEMORY
na given by
The Hon. T. C. Douglas
Premier of Saak.
tlMELY-HUMOROUS
Final Rites Held 
For Long-Time 
Rutland Resident
Funeral service was held this 
afternoon for an oldtime resident 
of the district,
Rev. S. Ikuta officiated at the 
final rites for Iwapiro Yamaoka, 
Rutland, whose death occurred 
Tuesday. Service was at the 
Buddhist temple, Bordon Ave.
Mr. Yamaoka came to this 
province from Japan in 1904 and 
worked on the Pacific coast until 
coming to Rutland in 1911, re­
siding here ever since.'
He leaves his- wife, and also 
four sons and one daughter, Iwa, 
Klyo, Shuo and Tosh, arid Mrs. 
K. (Shizui) Hayachi, all of the 
Kelowna district. Sixteen grand­
children are left, as well as one 
brother, Shojlro Yamaoka.
Day’s Funeral Service Ltd. was 
in charge.
Three Youths 
Hold Up Bank 
Get $10,000
CAMPBELLV1LLE, Ont. (CP) 
Three .youths robbed a branch of
P A N E L  DISCUSSION
Glenmore Plans "Open House" 
To
GLENMORE — The regular 
monthly meeting of the Glen­
more PTA was held last Mon­
day.
Education Week, March 2-8 was 
discussed and ,it was decided to 
hold “open house” during the ev- 
the B a n k e r  Nova" Sootia “shorfiy I lnst£ad ° f during school
before closing time Thursday andP °“fsT.a®
escaped with $10,000. Past- It waf felt that doing this, , 1, ^  the parents would have more
time to view the work done by 
11116 Students, and have a better 
d chance to discuss their problems 
ca.̂ eS- .. with the teachers. Final plans 
CampbeUviUe Is 20 miles north-Urn be made a t the February 
east of Hamilton. I meeting of the PTA and the date
set for “open house” in the Glen- 
I more school.
The Kelowna elementary PTA 
I is sponsoring a panel discussion, 
“Is There An Answer to Juvenile 
Delinquency?” to be held on 
EKBLAD — Mr. Frederick Aug- Monday, January 27. 
ust of 875 Glenn Avenue, passed Several members of the Glen- 
away in Kelowna General Hos- more “PTA expressed interest in 
pital, Thursday, January 23, the panel and are planning to at 
1958 in his 83rd year, Services | tend, 
will be held in Day’s Chapel of 
Remembrance on’Saturday, Jan­
uary 25, at 11 a.m. Rev. R. S.
Leitch, will conduct the service.
Oddfellows Lodge will officiate.
need for a social welfare and 
guidance worker for School Dis­
trict 23.
Following the business meet­
ing Mr. Frank Morton spoke to 
the group and showed some very 
interesting colored slides, of New 
Zealand and Australia, which 
were very much enjoyed.
Refreshments were served, fol­
lowing the adjournment of the 
meeting.
Too Late To Classify
Deaths
Discussion took place on the
m
N O  M O R E
' *
. . disturbed sleep from 
sudden temperature changes.
A luxurious Solray electric 
blanket will keep you warm 
the whole night through, and 
It’s safe too.
Here’s one only, and a pre­
inventory bargain for i*ou-
Regularly priced at $47.95
REDUCED BY $10
SUPER DRUGS LT D .
“Where All Kelowna Saves’*
J
V ER Y  DESIRABLE STORE
In
P A R A M O U N T  TH EA TR E BUILD ING




253 Lawrence Ave. 
Phene 2348
EXCAVATION COMPLETE
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Exca­
vation of the St. Lawrence seq- 
wny’fl 10-milo Long Sault Canal, 
Involving removal of 13,226,000 
cubic yards of material, has been 
completed, the St. Lawrence pen- 
way Development Corporation re­
ported Thursday,
QUITS WUS
TORONTO (CP) — Miss Jane 
Bnnfleld will resign ns assistant 
secretary of the World University 
Service of Canada thin summer 
to rwiume academic work, the 
se rw c  announced Thursday. She 
Is\A  graduate of the University 
ĵf British Columbia In arts hnd 
law and has been with the service 
since 1055. No successor has been 
named. ’
"Bridge Should 
Be Named After 
Royal Princess"
At least one local group Is 
pressing for the Kelowna-West- 
bank bridge to be called the 
Princess Margaret Bridge.
The Auto Courts and Resorts 
Association approved a resolu­
tion urging city council to name 
the bridge thusly and to hold the 
dedication ceremonies while the 
princess was visiting In British 
Columbia next July,
The association felt that such 
move would be n hospitable 
and noble gesture, even If 
Princess Margaret docs not In­
clude Kelowna in her Itinerary
Also being pressed by the 
ACRA Is a move to have C. D, 
Gaddcs, Kelowna, nominated for 
the chairmanship of tho Kelowna 
Tourist Bureau.
HANDLEN — Funeral service 
for the late Mrs. Clara Handlen, 
late of 682 Bernard Avenue will 
be held from St. Michael’s and 
All Angels Anglican Church on 
Saturday, January 25, 1958 at 
2 p.m. Archdeacon D. S. Catch- 
pole will conduct the service. 
Interment, following in Kelowna 
Cemetery. Survivors are six sons, 
two daughters, nineteen grand­
children and ten great-grand­
children. Day’s Funeral Service 
Ltd. In charge of arrangements.
S Y L V A N I A  T V
with ’
HALOLIGHT
Gives your eyes a re-, 
taxing change. Recom­
mended by tho National 
Professional ’ Organiza­
tion of Optometrists. ,
T V  C E N T R E
■ml APPLIANCES LTV. 
441 Bernard Pb. 2049
T O D A Y 'S  T R EN D
' is- ,
T O  M O R R O W 'S
DRY CLEANING 
LAUNDERING 
. PICKUP AND 
DELIVERY
Phone 2 1 2 3
PARAMOUNT PHONE3 1 1 1
Theatre Book Tickets arc Economical 
Friday 7:00 and 9:05 p.m.
BREAKNECK ACTION-TAKES , 
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The big,Frozen Food'Chest holds 39 lbs. frozen 
foods plus another 12 lbs. in meat tray. T.wo flcx- 
iblc-grid ice cube trays. The full-width crisper 
is of high.-impact Polystyrene. Fiyo door shelves, 
that tilt up for easy cleaning, include Dairy 
Chest for butter and cheese with exclusive sliding 
door design. 60 cycle or Dual Frequency.
, Width 24'/”
Depth 28 9/16”
Height 5 3 / / ’
T a k e  A d v a n ta g e  o f this 
Special O ffe r  T o d q y
2  O N L Y
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